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Rejecting Adelman
would hurt allies,
president says
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Preis Writer
WASHINGTON 1AP - President Reagan, vowing to fight for
his choice of a chief arms
negotiator, says Senate repudiation of the nomination would*hurt
efforts to build support in western
Europe for U.S. arms control proposals.
At the same time, the president
declared his desire to keep out of
the West German election campaign in which arms reduction has
become an issue.
He added, however, that if the
new German government rejects
the Pershing II, it "would be a terrible setback to the cause of peace
and disarmament."
Reagan, at his 16th nationally
broadcast White House news conference, had strong words
Wednesday night for both the
Senate opponents of his nomination of Kenne_jh L Adelman as
difectorOfthe Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, and for
suggestions that the planned
missile deployment in Europe
might not be completed.
The Senate Foreign Relations
Conunittee-voted 15-2 on Wednesday to delay ii.vote on Adelman's
nomination. The move was said by
its sponsors to be an effort to
spare Reagan the embarrassment
of seeing his nominee defeated.

"I don't believe that they in
delaying this have done anything to help us in our efforts to get an
arms reduction agreement."
Reagan said.
He said it would be destructive
to the effort at building western
European support for the U.S.
position "to see me repudiated by
a Senate committee" on the
Adelman nomination.
Reagan vowed to support
Adelman despite the senators' opposition, and said, "I will try to be
as persuasive as I can and make
them,see the light. If that falls
short, maybe i will try to make
them feel the heat."
When asked the consequences of
a possible refusal of a new German government to deploy the 108
Pershing Us that NATO decided to
place in that country starting in
December, the president said it
would cause a setback to peace.
But then he added: "We're not, going to inject
ourselves into anyone else's internal affairs or elections at all." .
In the March 6 West German
elections, Chancellor Helmut Kohl
is being challenged by HansJochen Vogel, the candidate of the
Social-Democratic Party.
Vogel has said-that only "under
extreme circumstances" would he
station the Pershing II missiles in
(Continued On Page 2)

Computer update
seen as cost-cutter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP ) - A
modernization of the state computer systeM, which appears to be
a cost overrun, actually will save
considerable money, finance officials have told legislators.
The proposal to substitute 28
disk drives for 19 is listed in detail
in the current two-year budget.
Information submitted to the
Capital Construction and Equipment Purchase Oversight Committee shows that individually the
new disks exceed b more than 15
percent the specific budget items,
which the staff said violates a
statute.
However, finance officials said
the total savings will amount to
about $1.5 million in the long run.
Finance Secretary Robert Warren already has approved the
step. Consultation with the oversight panel is required by law, but
the committee has no veto power.
Rep. Mary Ann Tobin, DIrvington, the committee chairman, expressed qualms Wednesday about the move because she
said it could set a bad precedent.
Finance Secretary Robert Warren told her in a letter:
"There are significant
technological advantages that will
be gained from acquiring equipment that incorporates the latest
technological improvements more data storage per unit, reductions in power usage and reductions in the space required per

unit.
"The potential savings for the
commonwealth are significant.
'The combined cost of the proposed disk drive acquisitions
would not exceed the maximum
dollar amount authorized by the
1982 General Assembly.
Therefore, in our opinion, this action would conform to legislative
intent and not materially alter the
major equipment items authorized by the General Assembly."
The Finance Cabinet said the
total cost of the new disk drives
would be $2,535,160 instead of the
projected $2,924,000, a $389,240
saving in the current two fiscal
years.

BEAUTY SHOP FIRE-Twenty-one members of the Murray Fire
Department responded to the CM a.m. call to Leta's Beauty Shop.
1000 Dodson. today. Fire Cltied James Hoenliouckle regatta that the
fire was noticed by a firemen an his way to work. The department arrived an the scene at 7 a.m. with three pumper trucks, one ladder
truck and one rescue vehicle. The fire was contained to LeLas with
only smoke and water damage to the adjoining tailor shop. Horn-

Economists, Reagan say recovery is here
By SALLY JACOBSEN
.President Reagan, at a televisAssociated Press Writer
ed news conference. Wednesday
WASHINGTON
night, seemed to agree -As a
APi
Economists, citing new evidence result of the 'economic program
of strong improvement in factory we already have in place, the
output and housing construction. recovery is beginning to flex its
are declaring that the recession muscle:* he said
has" ended and The-reeovery-liss—Reagen and the e4'ORomists.
begun.
were buoyed by government'
"The recovery is no longer reports Wednesday that showed
around the corner," said Jack production at the nation's farAlbertine, an economist and presi- tones and mines grew a solid 09
dent of the American Rumness percent in January and housing
Conference. "It is here "
starts by U.S builders stiared a

Revenue head warns against optimism
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP) State Revenue Conunissioner Ron
Geary cautions against undue optimisin about a state economic
recovery, even though the latest
revenue figures show a 7 percent
increase in sales-tax receipts.
"This could be a hiccup
phenomenon, reflecting the pentup demand for people to get out
and buy during Christmas when
maybe they don't have the
econoitlic reasons to really do it,"
Geary said.
"Obviously, we would rather
have an increase than a

buckle said the fire was brought under control at approximately 8.3n
but because of routine procedure, firemen will remain at the scene
until late tonight. He reportsThat the contents of the shop were completely destroyed and that the fire appears to have started in the ceiling, possibly from a light fixture. Inveatigation into the exact cause
of the fire will continue today.
Staff photo by Jeruile Gordon

decrease," he said Tuesday. "My
concern is that this might be
another false start to recovery "
Geary pointed out that last July's sales-tax figures indicated an
economic recovery and then
receipts went down for the next
four months.
Geary said that he and other
state officials plan to wait until
next month before deciding
whether to revise estimates of
$102 million revenue shortage for
, this fiscal year ending June 30.
January's sales-tax receipts
based on December sales - showed a 7 percent increase over

January 1982 figures In the
previous month, sales-tax collections were up only 0 3 percent in
comparison with one year ago
Coal severance tax dollars were
down again last month, this time
294 percent under receipts from
January 1982
"I think that is going to be the
slowest thing to recover in -Kentucky," Geary said, citing the
,Iepressed coal market
He said the Revenue Cabinet
already has reduced the original
$250 million coal-tax estimate by
about $40 million and "we may
have to reduce it some more

record 36 percent
Commerce Secretary Malcolm
Ralik-no said the housing report.
released In his department_
'. adds to the accumulating
evidence that the 1981-82 recession
is behind us.'
Fartler.
Donald Regain hailed thr gain in
industrial production as • riinother
important signal that rei%nei
in progress "
Private analysts went e% in far
tlwr and declared the 411.1 ot the
recession that began in Jon 1181
At the same time. F••itera'd
Reserve Board Chairman Paul
Volcker told Congress that the
Fed will stick with its c,aiitions interest rate course to norturc a
lasting recovery w it leo 11 t
reigniting inflation
The Fed, he said, plans tic pump
just enough new mom.s into the
economy to help along a ree overs
that would be modest b) historic
Standards
In its new report on industnal
production. the Fed said the
seasonally adjusted 0 9 percent increase, after a revised 0 1 percent
gain in December. Was driveii
a boost in the output of cars and
defense and space equipment
Production of construction sup-

Bell's deposit policy questioned by MSU official-

4

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
A Murray State University
foreign student was recently
unable to obtain phone service
because he could not poly the MO
security deposit required by South
Central Bell
The amount of the deposit was
based upon SCB's policy for all
new phone custamers, and the
estimated average phone bill incurred by calls home to Iran the
student expected to make. A
, phone company official says the
policy is authorised by the Public
Service Commission and Ls needed
taprotect the company and other
rate-payers from non-payment of
very high bills.
However, MSU foreign student
advisor Uwe Reichenbsch feels
the policy is unethical in that it
amounts to discrimination against
foreign students.

"It can be used to deprive
foreign students of essential services," said Reichenbech. "What
prevents the gas and electric companies tomorrow from charging a
$1,000 deposit because they feel a
foreign student will up and leave
without paying a NIP"
Reichanksch doss not oppoee
the demanding of a deposit per se,
and doesn't feel SCB's policy is
one of deliberate discrimination.
But he thiniu "it amounts to
discrimination and the company
should be made to realize it."
SCB ,District Manager Marvin
Orgill explained the company
does not discriminate against any
type of customer, and that the
amount of deposit charged
depends on the individual case.
The company is authorised to
charge any new customer a
deposit of two times the cost of
Meal aortic* and two times the

estbnated monthly long-distance
bill for the particular customer.
In the Mae of foreign students,
that cost can be quite high, Orgill
said. For an Iranian student, his
calls bitch home would cost quite a
bit more than long-distance calls
within the U.S.. he explained.
"It wouldn't take a great
number of those kind of calls to
build up a sizable bin," Orgill
said. Further, "We do have problems at times" with foreign
students' inability to pay, and
many times students will return
home without paying their bills
"We are cautious In our dealings
but there is no discrimination
aninst them.. For every bad debt
you have, the rate-payers are paying for It."
Deposits have become required
by SCB for some students living on
campus, and have been of a
greater magnitude for off-campus

students, since MSU acquired its average monthly bill reflected by
own phone system last year, ac- the $500 deposit request is comcording to Vice President for Stu- mon among foreign students,
Orgill replied. -I'm not going to
dent Development Frank Julian
While U.S. students can niake say that's the typical bill, ibuls
long-distance calls on their own there are cases where it has been
credit, charge them to thew that much."
Sal does not have a written
parents' numbers, or use their
parents' identification number, schedule of the average monthly
those options aren't available to bills of foreign students front difforeign students, Julian explain- ferent countries, Orgill said, but
"we have a pretty good idea. of
ed.
The phone company is not allow- what it costs to call over there and
ed to divulge information about how much usage it gets." The
particular customers, so Orgill company in deciding upon a
could not discuss the case of Ira- deposit "probaply would look at nian Student who was asked for a the history of these foreign
MO deposit. That charge would students to See how much calling
have been based upon information they did "
Though there is no set amount
the student gave the company
regarding how many calls home charged a person based on the
he planned to make, and what his A-ountry he or she is from,"We are
past record was if he had one. sensitive to the fact that we have
big bills by foreign students by
Orgill said.
Asked if the estimated cast of an
(Continued On Page 2)
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plies and of basil' metals, particular') steel, a-dy-ariced
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Output of consumer goods grew
0 9 percent in January . lending
support to economists' predictions
that consumer spending is leading
the rillattillY OW of KS Stilitip In the second report. the Com111CrCe, Department said new
tie euses - were begun last month at
an annual rate' of 1 72 million
units, the. highest since the fall of
19;9
January's laiusing starts were.
up a record 96 114•Irt etit from the
same- month one. )ear earlier
Buililing permits rose 16 percent
to their highest level sua t. the fall
of 19;9
In I i•
1'
I ii cc t ii t'
41elT101)11111entN Welltirf.11.1

"-

decline of $1 a barrel iii t S
rude oil prices -spread through
the inilustrY as Shell Oil Co arid
Conoco Inc matched the cut made
earlier in the week hy other
refiners
A

cloudy tonight
orught partly cloudy. Low
from 40. to 35. Light north
winds Friday partly sunny.
High from the upper 409 to
lower $0s Light south winds
LAKE LEVELS
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Kentucky lake
354 1
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Continuing education
programs for nurses
slated at Murray State

e

Two continuing education programs for the personal andprofessional development of area nurses
will be offered by the Department
of Nursing at Murray State
University Feb. Tuesday and
Wednesday.
The first annual Research
Evening sponsored by the local
chapter of Sigma Theta Tau national honorary nursing society is
scheduled in Mason Hall ( Nursing
Building + from 7 to 9 p.m. on Tues-

A workshop titled "Getting to
Know Yourself Better" will be of-

Wednesday for registered and
licensed practical nurses and
other interested persons.
Dr. George Cheponis, assistant
professor in the Department of
Professional Studies at Murray
State, will conduct the workshop,
which is designed to assist parUcipants in identifying their individual behavioral styles and
enhancing their interactions with
others.
A fee of $40 includes lunch,
breaks and extensive workshop
materials, according to Janice
Russell, who directs the nursing
continuing education program at
Murray State. Five continuing
education contact hours will be
awarded to participants.
Anyone who wishes to register
or obtain additional information
about the programs may call
Janice Russell in the Department

iered at Kenlake State Resort
Park from 8'30 a m.. to 3 p.m. on

of Nursing at Murray State at
5021 7624661

day.
Research papers of interest to
registered nurses will be
presented in an effort to increase

•••

c)
-

awareness of research conducted
by area nurses. Nurses who attend
may earn two continuing education contact hours
No fee will be charged.

WARM WINTER WATERS
For the Murray-Calloway County
Swim Club, with members
representing Murray,. Calloway
County, Benton, Calvert City,
Mayfield and Paris, Term • training is not limited to summer
weather but continues throughout
all seasons. The swim dub works
out afternoons regularly at the
Murray State University indoor
pool. 4 In pool from left i Sean
Terry, Mary Jo Simmons, Tartli
Wagner, Jonathan Gresham, ( on
pool edge from left Mark AimMOM, Beth Wilson and Steven
Gresham receive pointers from
coach Pat Wathen, Paducah,
before participating in sPrints
with other team members
Staff photos by Jennie f;ordon

Reagan...

'Gandhi,' Tootsie'top nomination list
HOLLY WI X
The
AP
richly textured biography Gandhi** won top honors t1,.y with 11
nominations for the ..fith annual
Ose ar awards of the Al ademy of
Motion Picture Arts and S+lences
The comedy. •Tootsie.'• followed
with 10
1 the Extra-Terrestrial
was nominated nine tones by the
Academy voters
i+ tor Victoria•' collected 10 and flits
Boot•' and
An Officer and a
Gentleman" garnered six apiece
-Gandhi," which Richard Attenborough struggled 20 years to
(mance and produce, was
nominated as best picture and for
Attenborough's direction and Ben
Kingsley 's ix-rformance its Iruha•s
spiritual leader
Besides Kingsley. the nominees

Infusion to save firm
announced by Butcher
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. 4AP e
C H Butcher Jr today announced
a $20 million infusion of capital to
save his troubled Southern Industrial Banking Corp -after $6
million was withdrawn in two
days
Southern Industrial is a statechartered loan and thrift company
not a bank Its depositors aren't
insured
Butcher said Monday's collapse
of United American Bank of Knoxville, run by his older brother.
Jake Butcher, apparently triggered the withdrawLs
C II Butcher said First Tennessee Hank, which -obtained control of UAB-Knoxville, has agreed
to buy $10 million in installment
loans from Southern Industrial's
loan portfolio
C.H Butcher said 1w would invest 15 million of his own money in
the company, while Rank of Commerce of Morristown agreed to
buy $5 Million in loans
"I think all the confusion happened because Southern Industrial had a major line of credit
with UAB,- Butcher told
reporters "I don't think
anybody's going to make a run on
the corporation "
But he said $6 million was
withdrawn this week when some
area banks refused to cash checks
from Southern Industrial
Southern Industrial, with 1982
assets of $79 million. pays higherthan-bank Interest rates on its certificates of deposit. But its
depositors are protected only by
the company's assets
Jake Butcher's UAS-Knoxville

declared insolvent Monday.
marking the fourth-largest commercial bank failure in U.S.
history.
•
Federal eitaraintra descended
on United American banks in
Knoxville, Chattanooga and Memphis, Tenn., as well as in Lexington and Somerset, Ky., last
Nov. 1.
C.H. Butcher said six of his
=
seers also examined. He
about 38 banks in Kentucky and Tennessee.
was

p.

for best actor were Dustin Hoffman, "TootSie"; Jack IA111111011.
"Missing". Paul Newman; The
Verdict", and Peter O'Toole. • My
Favorite Year "
Nominees for best actress were
Julie Andrews, •'VictorVictoria -.
. Lang...
• Frances-", Sissy Spacek. "Missing... Meryl Street). •'Sophie's
Choice"; and Debra Winger, "An
ifficerand a Gentleman
Nominees for best ph-lure of
1982 were • /-.; I the Extra Terrestrial'' 'Gandhi- . Missing". "Tipotme-. and The Verdict "
Nominated for best supporting
actor were Charles I/timing. "The
Best Little Whorehouse in
Texas"; I AMIS Gossett Jr • An
Officer and a Gentlentan'•, John
Lithgow, "The World According to
(;arp'• James Mason. "The Verdict", and Robert Preston, ,
Victor-Voltoria

language film, along with -Coup
de Torchon (Clean Slate,- ,frorn'France; "The Flight of the
Eagle" from Sweden; "Private
Life," USSR; and "Volver a
Empezar ( To Begin Again.."
Spain.
Immediately following the
that category - n
- omination announcements,

Jess“ a Liingc bccanie thc'first
actress io be nominated in two
categories since Teresa Wright in
1942 14.-sides her starring performance. in • •Frances..' Miss
lange was named for her supporting performance
Toot!Or "

MS( s- elected in
were Glerui Close,' be World Ac-

cording to Gsrp": Terri Garr,
-17-61s

i

"Frances", and ksley Ann Warren, V ictor-Vicletria "
Attenborough )o.on his first
nomination as director. as did the
I;errnan filmmaker. Wolfgang
Petersen for -Das Boot " Also
nominated as hest director were
Steven Spielberg. "E T the
Extra-Terrestrial -. Sidney
Pollack. '• TOOLSIC
and Sidney
.um.-t. ' The Verdict "
Nicaraguan film, • • Alm° and
the Condor" was listed among the
nominees for best foreign

studio representaUves were set to
corder on a scheduled scree/Linos
at the- -ACairrr; Samuel
(;oldwyn Theater. Beginning Friday all Of the nominated films will
be shown to Academy members.
Final ballots will be mailed
March 26. with an April 5 deadline
for their return. The Oscars will
be presented April 11 at the Los
Angeles Music Center, with four
emcees instead of Johnny Carson,
who declined to return after four
years of conducting the
ceremonies. Liza %meth and
Dudley Moore have been amount-ed

Continued From Page 1)
West Germany.
The progress of' disarmament
talks in Europe is an issue in the
election campaign. and Reagan
said that Vice President George
Bush found "great support all
over Europe" for the administration's "zero option" arms reduction plan. Bush returned from a
12-day European tour one week
ago.
Under the "zero option," NATO
would cancel its. planned deployment if the Soviet Union dismantled its intermediate range missiles
•in Europe.
In the news conference, Reagan
also said he had complete confidence in Anne M. Gorsuch, the
Environmental Protection Agency administrator.
- The House has cited -Mrs. Gorsuch forContempt,for withholding
on Reagan's instructions about 100
documents involving the "super-

through

the Department of
Human Resources
Recently formed in Murray was
a Spouse Abuse Advisor) Board
Which is in the process of looking
into possible ways to meet the
needs of victims of spouse abuse
and their families here in
Calloway County.
In Murray and Calloway County
the Department of Human
Resources and other helping agencies including Need Line take
calls from spouse abuse victims.
They often refer victims to the
Spouse Abuse Center in Paducah
which provides needed support
and a number of services for victims and their families
The department also uses •'safe
houses" here in Murray which are
shelters for victims which allow
for a temporary place to live until

Deposits...
Continued From Page 1
virtue of the fad that they do call deposit ,Therefore he suspects the
home,and call quite often"
policy is not uniformly enforced
Reichenbach said he ap- Orgill said the policy is typical for
preciates the company's need to South Central Bell offices. A new

protect itself from delinquent
bills, but questions how the policy
is being applied to foreign
students.
"The possibility of nonpayment( is always there with a
foreign student." Relchenbach
said "However, you can't punish
all foreigners for the possibility
there will be one among them who
abuses i the servicei or tries to get
out of paying his bills,,You nut,in
my opinion, the Pam, risk for
anybody -whether he's a foreigner
or not. There's no reason to single
out foreign students to demand
that they pay outrageous
deposits."
Reichenbach himseN was once a
foreign student in the U.& and
said he never had to pay such a
-•••

customer may not be required to
pay any deposit, depending on the
circumstances and demonstrated
ability to pay of the individual
cunorirr, be said. Some _CernpaniesThave a mandatory deposit
policy. Orgill explained.
Deposits are paid back to the
customer, with * percent inWrest, after a year of service if
the customer's record has been
good.Orgill salt
The student in question is no
longer Interested in having a
phone, according to Reichenbsch

This student's case was the first
time the deposit policy had been
brought to the attention of
Reichenblich, who has been
foreign student advisor since last
fall

other arrangements by the victim
and DHR can be made
Officials said while the safehouse is effective for obtaining un-

mediate safety from an abuser, it
has grave lunitations as to being
an effective means of helping a
victim deal with spouse abuse

"There is room here in Murray
for a more developed network of
services, perhaps even a spouse
abuse center, as well as the need
for more financial support to help
these victims begin to help
themselves." an official said.
The public is invited to attend
this meeting on Monday to learn
about the needs for victims, both
men, women and children, of
spouse abuse which occurs across
all socio-economic levels and can
be found to occur within the homes
of well-educated professionals as
well as any other home across the
spectrum, officials said.

waste dumps.
In his first public discussion of
the controversy surrounding
EPA, Reagan said, "We will
never invoke executive privilege
to cover up wrongdoing."
He also ordered the Justice
Department to investigate all
allegations of possible
mismanagement of the "superfund" program.
But he said: "I think the splendid record that has been accomplished by EPA in these last
two yeats is being overlooked in
the flurry of accusations that have
been made now."
Reagan also said that U.S.
forces conducting military training exercises in the Mediterranean Sea off the coast of Libya,
which has conducted a military
buildup apparently aimed at
Sudan, had the right to fire back if
fired upon.

Presbyterian Church
to celebrate birthday
The Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, located at
Calloway-Marshall County Line,
west of Penny-Airport Road,
Highway 783, will celebrate its
108th birthday on Saturday evening, Feb. 19.
The church was organized in
February 1875 as the Friendship
Church. This was because at its
beginning church was conducted
in the Friendship School, located

Dental health
poster contest
announced

Spouse abuse meeting scheduled
A forum on Spouse Abuse will be
at 8 p in Monday in the meeting
room of Calloway County Public
Library
Sponsored by Murray-Calloway
County League of Women Voters
ttw public is invited, according to
Pat Robinson, co-president of the
league,
Two speakers will be hr Rosemarie Hogal-Allbritten and Julia
Fowler
Dr Bogal-Allbritten. a Morro
State professor with her doctoratein social work, will speak about
factors involved in spouse abuse
Fowler, director of the Paducah
Spouse Abuse Center. will discuss
the history of that center and the
Services it offers.
Information will be shared - on
services available to spouse abuse
victims in Calloway County

fund" program to clean up toxic

Jean Carol Ridley, chairman of
the Calloway County chapter of
Southwestern Dental Auxiliary,
has announced that all first and
second grade students in the city
and county are invited to participate in a poster contest in
observance of Dental Health
Month.
The theme of "Smile America",
promoting dental health, should
be followed when designing
posters and finished posters
should be take to Mr. Gatti's
where they will be displayed.
The first 250 students to submit
posters in the contest will receive
free toothbrushes and the child
with the winning poster will win a
free pizza from Mr. Gatti's and
gift certificates from Lad and
Lassie, Foot Prints, Step Ladder
and Dennison & Hunt.
The contest will continue until
all toothbrushes are given away.

in the northeast portion of
Calloway County near the
Wadesboro community.
The congregation came under
the care of the Obion, Term.,
Presbytery of the Cumberland
Presbyterian denomination in
1878. It continued to meet near the
Friendship School until 1892 when
a new church was built at its present location and changed its
name during that year to Oak
Grove.
Descendants of the founders of

the church will act out portions of
the founding in a five-act play
written by members of the congregation.
An old-fashioned potluck supper
will be served at 6:30 p.m. in the
fellowship hall of the church. This
will be complete with soup beans
and ho-cakes.
The program will follow the supper at about 7:30 p.m. The public
is invited to attend, a churth

spokeiznan said.

Sunday to be
'Heart Sunday'
The Calloway County Unit of the
American Heart Association —
Kentucky Affiliate has set Sunday,Feb. 20,as Heart Sunday.
Efforts for fund raising are progressing throughout the county.
On Heart Sunday, sorority girls
from the Murray State University
Panhellenic Council will be canvassing Murray Neighborhoods
for donations to the Heart Fund.

MORRIS BILBREY
YOODMIN BLDG MURRAY 753 9176
MUNICIPAL BONDS MUTUAL FUNDS
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Recovery-bound U.S..
President Reagan declared last fall that the nation is recovery-bound and the world knows it
This month has brought the best evidence yet of the
country's emergence from the long dark night of
one of its worst recessions.
The Labor Department reported Feb 4 that
unemployment in January declined from 10.8 percent to 10.2 percent, or 10.4 percent not counting the
military personnel who were included in the jobless
figures for the first tune.
The traditionally cautious Congressional Budget
Office forecast in its annual economic report that
the economy will grow 4 percent in 1983 and 4.7 percent in 1984 - exceeding the Reagan administration
•
predictions.
These developments follow an upturn in the
government's Index of . Leading Indicators, a compilation of measures _designed tp show future
economic trends. It jumped 1.5 percent in
December. the biggest rise in two years. .
This prompted .the president of the American
Business Conference to observe: The long awaited
recovery is no longer. illusory." Combined with
other positive statistics, he said, it "implies that
December marked the turning point for the
economy."
The Commerce Ikpartrnent the othet day said
that construction spending rose 1.4 percent in
December and orders to American factories for
new manufactured goods rose 4.8 percent. providing grist for the recovery of the hard-hit industrial sector.
Assembly plants are being reopened by General
Motors. Ford, and Chrysler, and GM is recalling
21,000 furloughed workers as auto sales perk up along with retail sales and activity in the housing industry, which has led the way out of past recessions.
The Commerce Department anticipates
"vigorous growth" in residential housing "as owner
mortgage Interest rotes are reflected in further inCreases in housing starts." Builders are expected to
start about 1.5 million housing units in 1983.
Even Federal Reserve Board chairman Paul
Wolcker, usually tight with optimism, ventured the
other day that "progress on inflation and productivity gains point to the possibility of a really extended recovery."
Volcker made his comments as the Reagan administration sent Congress its mid-term economic
report forecasting sustained economic growth over
the next six years - "assuming we do not see a
repeat of the mistakes of the past."
But the positive signs give Americans reason to
move forward in 1983 with confidence. If enough
businesses and consumers Ott On it in their
econodikdvisions., wgicarr do bir more than Inhaling aboet the ronsabibig problems to revive industry arkl put people back to work.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. gorrott .

r.

Salad luncheon Sunday is just one event
in Calloway High Singers' Vienna effort
This coming Sunday. they'll be serving another of those bountiful salad
smorgasbord luncheons out at the
Calloway. County High School
cafeteria It's to help finance the
school's
-vence llamber Singers
choir trip to Vienna. Austria, a little
less than five months from no*
They have been putting on these
spreads the third h'unday of each
month since last June after the
Singers had been formally myna to
participate in the 12th InternationalYouth Music Festival in Vienna this
corning July.
Outstanding choirs and orchestries
from all over the world will be there.
It was on April 26 of. last year that
Mrs. Lavaughn Wells. whose husband.- David: directs 11w Murray
State Rarer band. . received the
cablegram inviting.the Singersr to the
festival. She is their director.
A month later, the (lumber
Singers Boeesters, composed mainly
of parents of the youngsters making
the trip, was orgiunded• Since then,
they have been promoting first orie
fund-raising project after the other in
their drive to raise the $50.000 they
say all cost to finance the 13-day-12night trip.
• • •
The Sunday salad_ suMaxissIsord
was the first of these projects. Each
parent was asked to bring three dd.
ferent salads'or related luncheon
items for the first one last June It
turned out to be abig sucees.s
next one. they were asked to
bri g twice that Malty, or six, and it
nt over so well again that Sin...then they have been bringing 12 items each for the selection table
.
The charge is $3 per person, and
this includes a drink. Dessert selected from all kinds of pies'cob-

blers, cakes and whiet-ha.e-)ou
5Ocents extra
If you haven't been to one of these
luncheons. in) fano') stronel)
recommends that s ,,o tr., it this ,
mg Sunda) You
out see man)
salad spreads like that in a lifetime
every kind imaginable. and in an
array of bowls .mil dishes three feet
wide and streb•hing more than 40
Feet. One hundred and twenty aquart'
feet of salads"from which to heap a
plate! • •
- The hours
from 11 30 a in until
2 pan and y no .•an take all the time
you want to .1,11 a MI many of )our
Murray and olOty friends whom
,• there
you are_sure
Periodically tie. Singers appear
for a few
these young folk, perform colle_gelevel classical n masers very . 1,X..41
You'll enjoy then
As they used t., sa) on TV
Fr'.
it You'll like it
• • • • .
Vt
1)1n
Miller.
Mrs Rusty
teaches physical 1.11erapy at Murray
State, is making ...-olle.•t ion of all the
brought in an.1
recipes of the
plans to publish th.•iii in a boe.k
Although that'. a future prowl t
with little bearini; :on helping to
Imance_ihe Viciun.. lup__LIK•re arc
several others alrea.1) at work
For example-, for a $1!.5 donation the
Singers will sing for ...Li on. our birthday, your anniverary or for an
special occasion Tin.'. sang a birthday greeting to a surprised Rill I Ian
Crouse at a Murray State basketball
game. to Mr. Quint i1mer at fits:100th
birthday party at the Woman's
Clubhouse .and to historian Broan
Tucker on his 75th
Since last June, all kinds' of
homemade crafts have been sold at

the salad sniors•a-b..1.1- •Ind tin
Diought ti I h. Ii • •
Boosters
calendar has been a fast sell. i at Si
each
It Cs Made tip ..1
,,t.
c.tril. one for Coll h
rings Each .ant has a hi ...t nnpita
tional message for th.•
Card, for ,
4 14..1111111c. rcop!
I tic l•tili.tian bottle is the ‘1.1-st.•1 it 'c k-41..1,
where the pr.li.e...14•S
It.il -let
inolding are silentl)
irwl)
'faithfully and surces.-tat,I. larrie.1
on
Ever) home in Callow at. Count.
should his..e- one til2
that'..
then the night of
tin,
and
week from Saturday
1
girls in the CliallibCt
play •tlw *bell eel 1(artici S1.41.4..at s,j j
in a basketball eame at the 1.1l.
setieeoI That;'.t.'',' Cot ti s.I,i'vc
ladanc. dunk'
•

•

•
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DEFICIT SHARINO
PROGRAM
by john cunniff
fit tax on oil and other tax increases
of 1980 to go into effect later He adds
in the Social Security payroll tax Increase passed in 1977, effective in
1961
In all, be says, these tax increases
diminished ERTA's stimulative effect by $192 billion Eiden more
significantly, he continues, two new
tax increases have been enacted
since ERTA was approved.
These two - the Tax Equity and
Fiscal Responsibility Act and the
Highway Revenue Act and a Social
Security tax increase on January 1,
1983, out another $241 billion from
ERTA's impact, he estinuites.
"Therefore," he observes. "when
all the tax plusses and minuses are
totaled, the net tax reduction from
ERTA is only $176 billion through
1986"
Simonson gets down to the $92
billion figure by making some
assumptions.
That, for example. Congress will
approve a standby oil import fee and
,more Social Security tax increases.
And that it will reject efforts to'scille
back the income-tax cut du* July 1,
and tax indexing,scheduled for 1963.
There is even the possibility, .he
suggests, that people will be paying
more -rather than leas in taxes
through 11118 because of increases by
many stateand local governments.
The Tax Foundation gives

tin,• s111.11:41

tt and th.•
tin
begitiiiing .11 it iiipiii ill..',. inn, a '0
minuts . ors. ert hi the since'.
• • •
th.
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ei..151 the ofth
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NEW YORK AP) If you wonder
*here the impact of the big 1981 tax
cut went, the cut that relatively few
people seemed to detect by sight or
touch or pocketbook, be it known that
It has shrunk.
Not magically, but simply because
01 legislation duly passed by Congress and other legally constituted
bodies.
The big tax cut, approved by Con,
gress in August 1961 as the EcOnOnile
Recovery Tax Act, was to have
reduced income taxes by nearly $750
billion over five years. But it isn't
likely to achieve its goal.
Even the budget for fiscal 1964 concedes that the tax reduction might
amount to only $609 billion through
INS, largely because of the recession. And, says Kenneth Simonson, a
tax economist, that is "only the
beginning of the sad tale of of ERTAI&Mies."
Simonson, of the U.S. Chamber of
COMMIlfra also writes for its weekly
Waahington Report. He says Congress and the president ignored the
fact that tax increases previously
paned had not taken full effect.
When everything la. considered.
. Showman claims, the net tax cut
through 1Wil might be only $112
bulk*. "a far cry from the VW
bliKen tax cut Winded by the Wth
Coapeea.",
lk bottle with the affect of the pr

.0Itt bid
!linnet !I On! . 1.1
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Long legal process
Chief Justice Warren Burger has endorsed a proposal for creating a special appeals court to decide
issues on which any two of the 13 federal courts of
appeals have reached conflicting decision.
At present„such issues must be decided by the
U.S. Supreme Court, which seems to have more
work than it can do.
We oppose the creation of any new court. The
legal process already takes too long. We do not need
any new tier in the cumbersome judicial system.
The Supreme Court has a workload problem. It
can solve the problem by itself and with the
cooperation of Congress, without creating any new
court.
First of all, the members of the high court need to
exercise more self-discipline in choosing the cases
it will review. The court rule requiring four of the
nine justices to agree to hear a case could be changed to require five, a majority of the court,to agree.
The Congress should pass legislation relieving the
federal court system of responsibility for cases involving state law - not federal law - where
litigants from different states are involved. All
these cases should be tried in state courts.
The right of state prisoners to federal review of
their cases should be limited to those involving
allegations of manifest injustice, where the issue is
guilt or innocence, not merely some technicality.
Moreover, Congress should allow the Supreme
Court to choose which cases it wants to hear and in
what order, repealing laws that now require review
In certain types of cats and give priority review to
certain cases.
These are reforms that would prune away at the
unwieldy workload of the judicial system. What the
chief justice endorses would simply accommodate
to a legal workload already swollen beyond all
reasonable proportion and permit it to grow to even
greater size.

-

evidenc,- that thiS might he so
In 19132, it reports, individual income taxes were rmsed m 10 states,
general sales taxes in nine. cigarette
taxes in nine, motor fuel taxes in
eight. and corporate income taxes in
seven States.
-profit foundation says the
.The
additional revenue's from such taxes
could add $4 billion to state revenues
in Calendar 1983.
And that doesn't include increases
in local taxes on properties.

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
The famous F'rencli -absolute"
monarch Louis XIV was shrewd in
his understanding of men In
Memoirs written for the instruction
of his son, the seventeenth-century
ruler advised his successor not to try
to please everyone lie also wrote
A wile monarch mist always
consider the consequences of a
request rather than the merits
of the person who makes ait
because...no state in the world
could last very long-if its ruler
were prepared to grant ,
everything to people of merit.
What was good adce for dealing
with French aristocrats might also
be helpful- to modern bosses,
managers, administrators, and

R., rut iii tbs. 1.1...i Ira at the' VIM ....
c,. Ilmnspmnt_il !no 111.1e .1 CII-1 to Mr and
t„
Mrs_ 114.41 Ics ()titian,' and a
Mr and 511'.
Westerman
Mrs A SI W.okki,r1 arid Mr r, Annette* Si litillilt dire. te.I the enamel
workshop at inectini! 40f CI
Department of the Slurr.c., Woman's
Club Sirs Ila Douglass is .1epatttrivia n haul:sari
Thirty years ago
rci rived for
:.:ealeal
completion of thir41 floor of nev. high
schead budding kW Snuth. Ninth Str1.11,
according tin W Z I'arter. superintenCit) Schools
dent of Min
reperted in' lude Finis A
Hale. ;:i A hive iffeting of 51.010 V. as given
Chiles from member'. HI
to 1)r
the First Baptist Church on Sunday
minister of music,
Harr)
presented the check
1,4.-ster Nanny , Calloway County
'Court Clerk, said 2.500 license plates
have been sold thus far for 1953, but
said that leaves about 2,000 more -10
be purchased by March 1

public officials who have to deal with
the frequent requests for favors by
the'good old lio)s "
Plums currently are underway for a
second printing of Ken Wolf's
"Thoughts in Season," a paperback
collection of Ow author's columns
which have appeared in the Murray
Ledger & Times. There will have to
be 350 requests for the book to warrant a second, printing. Those panting to order the' book, at $5 per copy
for advance orders, should contact
one of the following people: Marti Erwin, Irma LaFollette, Susan Hart,
Alia Graves, Euple Ward, Clara
Humphrey, Alice Milton, Gerry
Reed, David Row Max Hurt, Betty
Lowry or Ken Wolf.
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Coming events of community listed

Thursday,Feb. 17
Thursday,Feb. 17
Front Porch Swing will rhrtstian Church
meet at 7 p m at F'irst
ParentrTnonymous
will meet at 6 30 pin For
information call 759-1087
or 753-6089
W a d-77-1) o r o
Homemakers Club will
STARTS TOMORROW
meet at 10.30 a m with
'MAC DAVIS
(tadys Mitchell
'JACKIE GLEASON
Hazel Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p m at
The con Is on... Hazel Community
ace your bets Center
Business . and Professional Women's Club will
r
meet at 6 30 p in at
Golden Corral'
Restaurant
home Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet tif '2 p in at club
house
Xi Alpha Chapter of
beta Sigma Phl will meet

SWIG
irt

CHERI

DIET
(INTER

I It linr2101 :

Thursday.Feb. 17
at 7 30 p.m. at Ellis Cornmun4 Center
Murrayitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
HomepLace Restaurant
Calloway County
Association for Retarded
Citizens will meet at 7
p m in Room 323. Special
Education Building. Murray State University
Senior 7Triiens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m at Hazel
and Douglas Centers and
from 10 a.m to 3 p in at
Cent
Carol Poe /WA' of First
Baptist Church will meet
at 7 p in with Rebecca
Cunningham
Practice meeting of
Murray Star Chapter No
411 Order of the Eastern
Star will be conducted.
Campusrights will
open at 8 p in in I .ovett
Auditorium. Murray.
State Univers0

HE RETURNS

YOU CAN LOSE
17 TO 25
POUNDS

TOMORROW
FOR A FEW DAYS

IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
NO SHOT11•110 DRUGS
NO CONTRACTS

•
WO

Ts mm

141

CALL
753-0020

lipt

•
3so st.
eistRia
•7.

•

CINE 1 & 2

4 044wito
Tim Village

in $Si
to is

64...

Men's Stag Night will
be at 6 30 p.m. at Murray
Country Club with Don
Robirson. 1.ar0 Robinson, ('lvde Adkins and
Chad Stewart in charge
Twin I.akers Antique
Car Club will meet at •7
a t G at eway
p in
Restaurant. Draffenville

Ws, at King's Dam wish
yea I Iasi sad hepe7
if. together sad
THANK YOU fir
ollowiag-os to share this
spacial time Mum* met
Trz lintel Service.

control cantor 753-331 4

CHERI

Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7 30 p.m
it Annex of Calloway
Public I abrary

3

STARTS TOMORROW

01111111.111
STARTS TOMORROW

Congratulations to
Mr. & Mrs. Terry Berkeen
Mr. I, Mrs. David Jewell

411111111111111111

chsrabstal at. 7$3-3311

i3e

Bei Air(

• Saturday.Feb. 19
have a potluck supper in
celebration of 101Ith birthday of church at 1:30 pm.
In fellowship hall.
Second session of
Robert F. Alsup Lecture
and Workshop Reading
Series will start at 9 a.m.
in auditorium on upper
level of Murray State
University Center.
Indoor Midget Car
Races, sponsored by
Murray High Band
Boosters, will open at 6
p.m. at Murray State
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Purchase Area Single
Society PASS) will have
a potluck supper at 7 p m
at Retdland Community
Center
Sunday,Feb.20
Monthly smorgasbord
by Calloway Chamber
Boosters will be from
noon to 2 p.m. in cafeteria
of Calloway County High
School.
Chili supper by UMYF
of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
will be served from 5:30
to 7:30 p.m. at church
Fund-raising dinner by
Amvets Post 45 at Paris
Landing will be served
from 3 to 6 p.m.

Mrs. Eva Jobe Provine
Mrs. Eva Jobe Provine will celebrate her 95th birthday on Tuesday. Feb. 22. She presently resides on
Rt. 1, Hazel.
She was married in 1906 to Marshall Provine who
died Sept. 23, 1941. She is a native of Puryear.Tenn.
Mrs. Provine has two sons. J.T. Provine, Flint,
Mich., and Roy Provine, Hazel: and two daughters,
Mrs. Louise Weatherford Outland, Murray, and
Mrs. Kelley (Virginia) Walker. Rt. 1, Hazel. One
son, Edgar Provine,is deceased.
The Calloway woman has 11 grandchildren, 23
great-grandchildren and four great-greatgrandchildren.
Friends and relatives of Mrs. Provine and her
children are asked to send a card to Mrs. Eva Provine, Rt. 1. c/o Kelley Walker, Hazel, Ky. 42049.

Newborns, dismissals listed from hospital

Chili supper Sunday
The United Methodist Youth Fellowship of South
Pleasant Grove Church will sponsor a chili supper
on Sunday. Feb 20. Serving will be from 5:30 to 7:30
p.m. and the public is invited.

Higginbotham named
Jerome C' Higginbotham, son of Mrs. Dorothy
Higginbotham. 1203 Kirkwood Drive, Murray, has
been named to the Dean's Honor List at Berea College. Berea. for the term just completed. To be
eligible a student must receive a grade of B or better in all of four or more courses.
Higginbotham is a graduate of Murray High
School. Berea is a non-denominational private
liberal arts college which also offers degrees in
agriculture, business administration, industrial
arts, home economics and nursing. Each student
works at least 10 hours a week in a college-related
Job to help earn expenses.

•

Large Groups of
Sweaters, Blouses, Pants,
Jackets, Skirts
Values to'130

NOW FOR
$10 and Less

Patient dismissed
Pamela Kirks of Murray recently was dismissed
from Community Hospital. Mayfield.

Marshall is pledge
Vic Marshall of Murray is one of the pledges of
the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity at Murray State
University for the spring semester.

Christina Dixon born
Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Dion of Ballwin. Mo.. announce the birth of a daughter, Christina Diane,
weighing seven pounds 15 ounces, born Friday.
Feb. 11. The mother is the former Denise Parker.
Grandparents are Wayne and Dana Dixon of
tinensburg and Leon and June Parker of Brewers.

All Other Fall &
Winter Merchandise
Misses and Ladies
Sizes, Shirts, Skirts
Suits, Sweaters, Skirts,
Blouses, Pants, Jackets,
Socks ect.

Henderson is pledge
Reida Henderson of Hardin is one of the spring
pledges of Kappa Delta at Murray State University.

ACES'

Cooper. 906 Glisson. Canton - .Mrs. Avis Lucille
Parts. Term. Vernon Garland,500 Elm St..; •
BOBBY WOLFF
Nance, 1229 Dogwood;
Lee Mathis, Rt. I.
Casey William's. Rt. 2; Almo; Miss Beulah SkinHazel; Mrs. Marion Yow. ner, 403 South 16th St.; • The world is full of willing people. some willing to
Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs. Roy Taylor, 202 Eddings,
work the rest willing to let
Tress Ham, Rt. 1, Har- Fulton; Dewey Williams, them
Robert Frost
din; Joseph Elovitz, 331 Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Inez
Head, Paris. Tenn.: Harrison, 1317 Vine St.':
James Bellart, 632 Hart Harvey Melton,
Hall;
. Sedalia; Lilburn Duncan, Some can't be bothered
Miss Glenda Yates, Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Tina with
counting up to 10 sure
Box S. Benton:. Mrs. Devries, Rt. 8; Mrs. Ovie tricks,
it s much less work
Hilda Pauline Knott. Rt. Gardner, Rt. 2, Paris, to rely on finesses
If you're
4; -Miss - Rebecca Terui.--; Vernon E. Atkins. a counter, you make
today's
Bourland, C2 Murray 313 South 17th St.. game, a finesser always
Manor: James Thomas, Mayfield.
goes down
South ruffs the second
diamond and draws trumps
Is it time to lead dummy's
long suit"
If South leads a club. East
I.PN Association District 17 Unit I will sponsor a wins and forces South to
workshop on "Death and Dying" on Saturday, ruff another diamond South
March 19, in the third floor classroom of Murray- leads another club and when
Calloway County Hospital. Five CEUs will be West discards, the club suit
awarded to LPNs attending. Registration will be at cannot be established and
8 a.m. and the workshop will close at 4:15 p.m.
South must fall back on the
The cost will be $7.50 for members and 815 for heart finesse When this
non-members and persons should have member- loses, the defenders have
ship Card and license number ready to show at four tricks and the 100 honregistration table. This workshop will be. repeated ors cancel the score
If West leads his singleton
on March 28. Speakers scheduled are Louise Sickle,
R.N.. Geneva Cooper. R.N., Dorothy Higgin- club, declarer can suffer a
botham, R.N., Pat Gregory, R.N., and Peggy Car- quick defeat West scores
two ruffs and the heart king
ra way.funeral director.
while East gets tWo aces for
a neat two down. However.
The Purchase Area Single Society (PASS) will this is easier said than done
have a general meeting and potluck supper on and our hand deals with
West's reasonable diamond
Saturday, Feb. 19, at 7 p.m. at Reidland Community
lead
Center. All singles over 21 are welcome. Charles
To make the game. South
and Elsie Thurman. along with instructors and should
count on seven
students of their School of Dance in Murray will trumps.
two hearts and one
present a dance program.
club After rutting the secSpecial guests will, be Linda and Barry Samples, ond diamond. South
should
former PASS. members, who were married New.'draw trumps and play
the
Year's Day, and who will be honored with a pound ace and Jack of hearts
party — guests bringing a pound of cheese, butter. Regardless of where the
soap, candy, etc. For information call 1-896-4856, 1- club ace and the heart king
896-3241, 1-5274335. 14534193 or 1462-3187. To be might be. South is assured of
placed on mailing list for monthly newsletter send a 10 tricks to win the game
stamped self-addressed envelope to M. Henley, Rt. and rubber
%MTH
2-17-A
1, Box 154,Clinton, Ky.43031.

'workshop planned

Singles plan supper

Rogers finishes training

•7 2
Q7 2
•K 8 6
•K QI 52

Navy Seaman James D. Rogers, son of Robert E.
and Janice F. Rogers, Rt.3. Murray. has completed NEST
EAST
recruit training at the Naval Training Center, •5 4
•10
K 96 3
51044
Great Lakes. Ill. During the eight-week training cy•A 9 7
cle, trainees studied general military subjects •ij 10 4 3
•9
•AJIO7
designed to pepare them for further academic and
SOUTH
on-the-job training in one of the Navy's IS basic oc•ASQ.1113
cupational fields.
VA J
Included in their studies were seamanship, close
•2
•643
order drUl. Naval history and first aid. Personnel
who complete this course of instruction are eligible
Vulnerable Both Dealer
for three hours of collage credit in physical educaNorth. The bidding
tion end hygiene.
%or* East Sae* Riess
Pass
Pass 41
All
P.M
The Twin bikers Recreational Vehicle Chapter of
Western Kentucky will meet Saturday. Feb. 19. at
6:30 p.m. at the Homeplace Restavrant. C.W. Jones
Opening lead Diamond
Is president and Larne Wallace in secretary- queen
treasurer. Plena for the Mardi eampoid,the ring of
Bid with The Am
the season. will be announced.
•
South holds 2-17-B

Twin Lakers will meet

UP TO 2/3 OFF

anion

ihet eheny's

Birthday on Tuesday

dotebook

:enter M-S 9:30-5:34)

Washington's Birthday
SALE
We're Chopping Prices

Thursday,Feb. 17
Saturday. Feb. 19
Temple MD Chapr
Square and round dancNo 511 Order of the ing will be at 7 30 p.m. at
Eastern Star will meet at Woodmen of World Hall.
7 30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Chapter M of P E.0
CharriptOnship Wrestl- Sisterhood
will have a
ing. spnnsored by Pi Kap- salad luncheon
at noon at
pa Alpha fraternity. Mur- the home
of Mrs. Alfred
ray State University, will Lindsey. Members
note
begin at 8 p m. at
change of place
Livestock and Exposition
Center
Twin Lakers RecreaFrida
.
y7a.1$
tional Vehicle Chapter of
Mothers Morning Out West Kentucky will meet
will be at 9 a.m at First at 630 pm
at
Christian Church.
Homeplace Restaurant
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
Saturday School for
10'a.m to 2 p.m for ac- grades one through six
tivities by senior citizens will be from 1 to 2 30 p.m
----at University Church of
Greater Paducah Area Christ
Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will
_Military Ball by ROTC
me-et at8 p m. at will be at Murray State
American Legion, University Ballroom at
Paducah For informa- University Center
tion call 1-444-61 or 1- Ballroom Receiving line
224-74
will start at 6p m.
— Campus Lights will be
Campus 1.AghLs will be
presented
at 8 p.m. at
presented at 8 p.m. in
Lovett Audttortum, Mur- Lovett Auditorium of
Murray State University.
ray State University.
-Valentine dance for
Eighth annual Robert
F Alsup Distinguished Grades 7. 8 and 9 will be
Lecture and Workshop from 7 toll p.m at MurReading Series, will open ray Country Club Each
at 6 30 p in in upper level member may invite three
auditorium of Murray guests with cost being $1
per person
State University Center.
---- -Oak Grove Cumberland
Events in Land Bet.will
ween the Lakes will- in- ,Presbyterian Church
clude Eagles Weekend at
Lake Barkley State
Census at MurrayResort Park land CoperCallow
ay County
nicus, His Life and Work
at 7 p.m at Golden Pond Hospital for Thursday.
Feb. 10, was 168 adults
Visitor Center.
and nine in nursery.
Newborn admissions
Opening reception will
be from 7 to 9 p m in were as follows:
Janet Schecter and
Clara M Eagle Gallery
Fine Arts Center. Murray baby boy. Rt. 6.
Betty Cogdell and baby
State University
boy, 711 Back
Saturday,Feb 19
Dismissals were as
Alcoholics Anonymous follows.
and Alanon will meet at 8
Arthur Kind, 101
p m.. at western portilti of Spruce St
Mrs- Betty
Livestock and Exposition Parrish,
R.t 3. Kenneth
Center:
Roach, Rt. 6; Anthony

wrings

14KT. Yellow & Whit*
•

SALE'
$24.95

Olt

SALE
$
JIM•29.95

14KT AR Mode absoies 14KT Geld Chew Revoke

Cooks Jewelry
Gore/

•lel
•11114
/AV/h.
•AJ 147

Cat.

Airway, Ky.

harsh lioash
10
I NT 2 NT
•
ANSWIllt Throe so trump
Ott the tap Ode of as initial
one so trump remotes sad
no reason sot to accept Use
Invitation

•

•
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Lana Turner
talks about
new movies

Roberts-Tucker wedding scheduled

Mrs liuth Mcl
Roberts of Murray announces the engagement
- COLUMBIA,Sc ( AP
-and approaching mar-- Lana ,Turner,
riage of her daughter.
Hollywood's -sweater
Marsha. to lir Charles I)
girl" of the 1930s. says
Tui ker, son of Mr and
she doesn't go to many
Mrs t)ouglas Tucker of
movies these days
Kirkse)
- "because they contain so
The bride-4.1e( t is a 1971
much nudity and obscenigraduate of Callon a%
ty."
County high School" and a
The 63-year-old movie
1975 gradual.. in radiostar says she didn't even
television at Nturrai
see the 1961 remake of
State Vni%ersity
"The Postman -Always
Sta. is now employed in
Rings Twice," a role she
the Promotions Depart
originated, because she
went of Poly gram. In.
had heard it contained exCHAMBER SMORGASBORD - The Calloway County High School Chamber
Nash% illy Di% iston She
plicit se:scenes.
Singers, directed by Lavaughn Wells, tap photo, present a concert at the monthly
"I don't know why they smorgasbord dinner held each third Sunday of the month in the high school also holds giosttions with
1t.Iler.11 El,'.'Iris Broad
take a classic story and
cafeteria. No reservations are necessary and all typal of food appealing to men,
.ting %%SIX and
.1
mess it up." she said womefi and children wW be featured.
The dinner will be served from noon to 2
• prOolUeet 11111 th1111 SI( is
Monday during a news
p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 30. Proceeds will be used to go toward expenses for the
.it
radii, sh00%
conference to promote singers' appearance in Vienna, Austria. July this year. the
bottom photo
Of
in
In
1..111'11ot:1r - 31111
her Columbia apare shown many of the persons enjoying the January dinner and concert by the Country Report
1
pearance in the touring singers at Calloway County High School.
Ms Itnherts is Bic
play. • Murder Among
daughter pf the late Dar
Friends."
-isin I. Roberts an41 the
granddaughter of 11r
and Mrs Henry Roberts
Mrs (;rai e Harrison
NI, Daniel and el% IN'
11, I ianiet. all •Iecessed
1)r Tucker also
I 9 71
r .4 if ii .4 te
Callii% ay ,
High
Sch..of and recesied.11101
a Bachelor otsi-ienr,and
Mastcr's degrees from
Morrie. State
If.' t, a Iltr. graduate of
Frances Drake
1.sOR FRIDAY,
the l' ni%ersit) of
Loin si 1114. School of
FEBRUARY 18, 1983
Marsha Rchicr
Mr.dicine and present!) is
What kind of day will tomorcomplettne
Ii
surgi.n.
in
row be? To -find out what the
to mar, Char le%
7 Lk ker.
tern ship at Methildtst
stars say, read the forecast
Hospitals
nt
Memphis, and Sirs Nvv.c.11Lioure...
given for your birth sign.
Tenn
WroldITIV ‘,.‘As
lir., I air, st
The groom-elect is the soleinnuedssgs Saturdai
MUIT:O.
SIM Chapter 1) 111
.1
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co-workers.
Mary
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lit, hard
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baby 6
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Springfield
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tions. A romantic hurt may
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1N• 171.11 re..f %f.,r
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store for you, but don't com- the home of Mrs Mar)
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si 111'1111* if pilik and %%hitt. 111111‘
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bine business and pleasure. Wells. 2108 f;atesboro
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posals carefully.
Henry, Tenn , Russell
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(Inc, babt
and
VIRGO
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I Alit 141, 1904(4%41lb:1.1r,
lit
.1, Mrs Dortha Dean
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)niald I. Martin of 1i11111111; arra
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Malts
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It's not a good time to give Frankfort and Mr and
121 By?..
A silver tea serVer v. ills
Fairlane. Mrs. Betty Cor- Sirs itetheN1 Delco sri.
o'
C11
or take advice. You'll have to Mrs A It !hitcher of spiced tea '.'.as placed in- o 1114.m. .1kt•
rine Castleman, Box 121, North Sixth St , Si..',foil
4C.11 et.4 SI it4..4
111111:)1
41.
make up your own mind first %tiara)
side the dining entrani '- -tither set %
before others can help you.
1ila Sur itob4.rts,
'Guests uere received The dining table '.'.as
LIBRA
Alla I *E%
Li'. Mrs Wells and Mr; covered Vio MI all litiporIed
11.
. ;
1Sept. 23 to(ki. 22) -ne Joy cc Thomas.
4:;gp
They silk lace lloth over pink itarks
Be careful signing papers, were escorted into
the 11111'11 Streamers 14 Pink
iti
since you're inclined to
drawing room to meet the .110 %tate ribbon.s inter guests attended the
overlook important details.
honoree and her mother- ii••% en %vith bells and ei Ent
Travel and creative pursuitsprove fortunate.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 MeV'
Wool
Your financial proopects imtot
prove but loved ones tend to be
4914
)
tobeAls
extravagant. Be less
suspicious regarding a work
Wool,
matter.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) 407)
A fnend tends to jealousy,
but you'll have tun times
Sotorday Night 5:00-9:00 p.m.
romantically. Avoid extremes; don't worry or party
Enjoy:
too much.
gilt
Southern
Style Fried Chic lien
CAPRICORN
15
Country Horn, Spicy Barbecue Spore
iDec.ntoJim. 191
_
Ribs, Ky Lake Catfish, Oven Browned
Save some time for private
study of an exciting new idea.
Potatoes Southern Style Fried Ap
The party life though could
Seosoned- Pinto Beans.
pies
tempt you to distraction or imSteamed Corn On The Cob, Turnip
moderate behavior.
Greebnr. Asst Ky Mode Cheese Lorge
AQUARIUS
Salad
Bar and Beverage
(Jan. 20 to Feb. IS
Others aren't fair in argument, though some new
friends you make today will
prove worthwhile. Watch unnecessary extravagance.
PISCES
(Feb. IttoMar. 20,
A career idea is worth pursuing. Still, don't count your
chickens before they're hatchad. You could get carried
'-The
away.
%ends OfTODAY
BORN
YOU
astawally intarustad in
Toe"
"Slaregress
Owlfoist Our kW!
larger concerts that an
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Your Individual
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Eastern Star plans events

Hospital list released
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North Fork News...

Jessie Paschall now convalescing at home of her sister; many persons visiting in homes
By MRS. R.D.KEY
Feb.I,lin
Well I'm back again
with a bit of news some
old and new. I've.not had
much time to collect news
sooner, as my sister.
Jessie Paschall. came to
my home Jan. 24 after being in the hospital and is
still herr
Her condition is much
improved My daughter.
Dorothy Sykes. and
sister, Larue Orr, are
here to help me take care
of her. The food brought
in by the _family and
friends was apprthated
very much by us and
helped hot. Visitors in to set Jessie
were Ow Itt'v James
Phelps, Mr and Mrs
Gaylon Morris,.Mr and
Mrs Glynn Orr, Mr and
Mrs. Kenny Jenkins. Mr.
and Mrs Moms Jenkins,

Warren. Dot and Mitch
Sykes. Jerry. Susan. and
Tabitha Lee, Mr. and
Mrs. Canso! Boyd. Gwire
as Gelimore. Howard
and Dot Morris. Mr..and
Mrs. Clerris Wilson and
Lavettia, the Rev. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr and
Brian, Sadie Cooper,
Ruby Owen. Mr.and Mrs.
Jack Wyatt and Ginger.
Mr. and Mrs. Rickie On
and boys. Russ and
Jamie, Gaylon H. Morns.
Marilyn Paschall and
Mrs Jennie Sykes.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Farley of South Haven.
Miss.. visited the Cooper
Jones last Weekend.
Mrs Johnnie Jones
visited Mrs. Marcie Tate
Friday afternoon.
Mr and Mrs. Odell
Hopkins of Ohio. Mr. and
Mrs. Clerns Wilson and
Lavettta. and Mike

Wilson visited Mrs. Ovie
Wilson in Pans Manor
Last weekend.
The Jerry Lee's were
supper guest of the Warren Sykes's Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Kuyttendall visited Carlie
B. Paschall Saturday
night
Mr. and Mrs Beverly
Foutch. I.arry and
Tracey. Mr. and Mrs.
James Grooms visited
lisifford Cooper's Sunday.
Mr and Mrs Jack
Wyatt and Ginger from
Nashville visited Mr and
Mrs. Glynn Orr in
Puryear Other visttorsin
were the Rev and Mrs.
Glynn Orr. Rickie and
Brian. Mitch Sykes and
Morris Jenkins
Mr. Joetta Paschall

Orchestra program Tuesday
The Mantovam Or- formances will be held in
chestra. making its first the Fme Arts Theatre at
tour of the States in a Paducah Community Coldeeade, will mine to lege All ticket holders
Paducah on Monday. will be gauranteed
Feb. 21, as part of the reserved seals.
14112-113 Lillian Lowry.
Because of limited
Performing seating, "Focus" is
'•Focus
Arts Series_
beginning a new policy of
The 36-piece orchestra accepting unused tickets
continues the tradition of for resale. Tickets must
.the British Maestro who be returned to the Cornleft his priceless library - triunity Service .Office at
of scores where he ar- least 40 hours before perranged his •'cascading" formance time. A tax
string sound. The Man- credit for the face value
tovam Orchestra per- of the returned ticket will
forms themes and titles be issued .
that brought it stardom _ Season tickets are on
as well as consistent sale for $25 each After
record sales,
Feb 17 'a very limited
The program-includes number of'individual perfavorites "Charmine; formance tickets will be
'•Around the World," available for $10 each.
"Greelisleeves,"
Remaining-per"Swedish Rhapsody." formances mclude The
"Elizabethan Serenade," Chinese Magic Cireu.s of
"Moulin Rouge,-" • and Taiwan April 10 and The
many others,
Itiveriroat Ragtime
Directing the orchestra Revue May 3
will be Kenneth Alwyn.
Tickets may be purformer music director of chased at PCC or ordered
the MW Concert Or- by mail by sending a
chestra in London and a check to "Focus." Box
—friend of the--Mantovani--- 7360. Paducah; Ky. 42001
- family
Call 4-4424131 for more
All "Focus" per- information.

and Marilyn visited Mr.
and Mrs Carnal Boyd
Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs Ronnie
Reeves and Missy Irdin
Paris visited Warren and
Dorothy Sykes Saturday
night.
Kim Grooms visited
Marilyn Paschall Saturday night.
Bardon Nance visited
Ballard Cooper Friday.
Here is a poem I want
to share with thereaders
Count your blessings
and not your loses as we
travel down life's busy
road. complaining to our
heavy load.
We often think God's
been unfair, and gave us
much more than our
share
Of little daily varta-

boos. and dissappoiting
tribulations we're
discontented with our lot.
and all the -bad breaks"
that we got,'
We coast our losses,
not our gain, and
remember only tears and
pain.
The good times we

Downtown Muirri

TRUTH DA'

EAT IN •TAKE OUT

This Friday And Saturday!

/
1 2 PRICE
EVERYDAY
-
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paghetti

1

— Plus —
All Remaining Fall
Merchandise 5:1-7,

$ 1 `3Math

Suits As LoW As
Sweaters & Sport Shir
Values To $40 Nov
FRIDAY & SATURDA

95' ChiWren

veryday
Lunch Special
amburger SI French Fries41 7

GRAHAM & JA
T
Poch, AI ir ts.k
k
DOWNTOWN

Factory
The Spaghetti
'Thefe Is Nothing like It'
Olympic Plaza Norm/
nAt 11: 0 A.A1.75
03

RUFFLES®
Brand Potato Chips
.8 oz. Package

Blue
Bonnet
Margarine
4-/
1
4 lb. Sticks

SPECIAL
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RCA

T

Valvoline
10W40
Quart

.0
.96
Sandwich Steppe
SP•dell

.83'
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1
4
4
1

Buy any deli sandwich
and receive FREE
a bog of Golden Flake
Potato Chips.

Prices good thru 2-27-113
at participating ntostores.
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Cabo C•iirle
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CASIMOIN.
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Honest, Old-Fas ion(

All Fall & Winter Fashions an1 Acce

ial WIII N r•11N1 1
.
1

I

2rft4

No

•

eR

-0millidrallair153 1113

Limit

Star Kist
Chunk Light Tuna
61
/
2 oz. Can

All New Spring ;Men

20% OFF STO

•Coke
•Sprite
•Tab
8-16 oz
Returnable

Plus Deposit

our care,Ind stop in sympathy to share. the
burden that ''our
brother" earned, our
mind and heart would be
less worried
And we would feel
our load, was small, in
fact, we carried no load
at all

*********************************

11:11ZZR

SAVE MONEY
IN A MINIM
994
$

forget completely When far out-weigh our little
God looked down and problems and dismay
And so we walk with
blessed us sweetly
Our troubles fill our head held low and little do
every thought, we dwell we guess or know
That someone near
upon lost goals we sought
And wrapped up in us of life'sstreet, is
our own despair, we have burdened deeply with
defeat
no time to see or share
But if we'd but forget
Another's load may

If

- George
Washington
were living today,he
would have an

IRA

Friday 'til 8:80•S4tur]

at Peoples Bank.

For Details
Call7534231
PEOPLES BANK
•
oil
MURRAY

Coats Dresses
dl
Lingerie Bras
Knit Accessories jewe
Coordinates Blouses

KY.

MATTI
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Holland couple to speak at fellowship meeting Tuesday Plaza named 'Nancy Honks'
Mr and Mrs. Rudy
Holland of Bentoin will be
the speakers at the
meeting of the Ladies
Full Gospel Fellowship.
The meeting will be ties
day, Feb 22. at 10 30 a.m.
at the Gateway
Steakhouse in Draffenville
Mr and Mrs. Holland

will be giving a teaching
an the "Ministry - at
Deliverance."
"This is a'mazy that
we find Jesus engaged in,
and also his disciples, but
not much has been done
in this area for many centunes. As a prt of the
restoration of the church,
this ministry also is being

restored to those who will
rag:slue it,- Mrs- Holland
-said
The Holland' said they
have been ministenng
deliverance since 191
and believe that it ts a
much needed area of
ministry They said the)
will be sharing some of
their experiences as well

**

as teaching on the sub'
jet
- Mr Holland is-an electrical engineer with the
PennCsalt Corp and a
graduate of the University of Kentucky
Mrs Holland, the
former Ruth Rowland. is
presently the president of
the Ladies Full Gostsel

Fellowship She is a
graduate of tiansylvania.
'niversit
Die 11011:Inds have been
vsnrking In what Is eilllitti
the Charismatic M411,
ment since 1965
%II denominations are
united to attend For information call %1rs
Holland at 1-527-834.1

WASHINGTON 4Ar
The Post Office Building
and an adjoining plaza on
Pennsylvania Avenue in
Washington will be
Nancy
known as the
Hanks Center.'" in
memory of the late chairman of the National Endowment for the Arts

DOWNTOWN
EMITS

Truth Days
Sale...

TRUTH DAYS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Open Until 8:00 P.M.
Shirts
Shirts
Sweaters
Sweaters & Shirts

*************

lUirraYIS

1111 OWNT1
S11101191"INI:

CEATER

We offer wide selection of

All

ordar

VA.TGLIAT'S

i'i

$595

Ow Crap

Trousers
LwtSI,,vtOPT Skirts L
fiber Stress Pilot

OFF STORE WIDE

T-Shirts

- Plus —
ling Fall & Winter
dise 50-75% Off

CORN-AUSTIN

off rig price

'

"These won't last long,
so shop early" at the...
Blackford House Gallery

You Do The Shopping
& We'll Do The Cooking!

1/2 on

418 Main

Murray, Ky.

Mon. 'Sat. 9:30-5:30 753-1301

Downtown Merchants Asso.

As lo;* As $44
& Spoirt Shirts With
To $40 Now $10
SATURDAY ONLY

Truth Days
Friday & Saturday

C.'JACKSON

20% Off Storewide

:7 Ara

Mrin
(WRAY

4, If
Part if 11:

OWN

Graphics 50% off
All Gift Items 60 °Aly

For The Hungry Truth-Days
Shoppers. Pizza, Spaghetti &
Sandwiches With Our
Bottomless Cokes.

Vs.

wing Merchandise

Framed Prints 60% off rig
Silected Group
Framed
Prints 20 °/0 off
A specie, selectson of

$195

All

)AyS

Reagan said in a writtcii
statement •',Hers v.as a
strong and t'fferttr cow,both for the arts and for
safeguareluist the • reati‘s.
•:,Nancy Hanks served integrity of artists and
with distinction as chair- ails institutions
man of the National EnLttlk
MINN
dowment for the Arts
from Pito to 197;" cancer Jan :at ac,e;i:i

President ItColgan usi
Tuesday Signed legislation designating the
LA.nter

Except Work Shoes, Rubber I Many Items Are
Footwear And Work Clothes 50% to 75%
Which Are
Throughout
0
0
10 Off
The Store

‘1,°

*************************

MEETS
reuth Days

Open Until 8:00 Friday

SETTLE-WORKMAN

ank of Murra

Downtown Court Square, Across From The Bonk of Murray. Your Business is Always

Apprecieted

"THE FRIENDLY BANK

It's A Tradition
As Old As The
Republic

.,
I

Downtown Murray

UNA.

.
ERMANS

Truth Days
Fri. & Sat.

COMPLETE FAMILY DEVI' STORE

l

Fashioned Bargains
ns an

I

Accessories Are Reduced

Leather Bags $5

Winter Coats

Fall & Winter

Sale Lingerie /
12

& Jackets

Dresses
off
Regular Price

1

50% off
Mini & Boys
Knit & Sport

Electric Blanket

Full Size - Single Control

$1988

Flannel Shirts

off
50%
Long Sleeve
Mini & Boys
off

Nylon Ski-lockef
Zip-off Sleeve lockets

-Insulated Vests

Mons Work
Shoes & B

20%
I

Woven Plaid Long Sleeve Shirts $750
Fall & Winter Odds & Ends
Blazers — Tops — Bottoms - Etc

$5

$10

$15

UTTLETON3
„r,r,it,„JuAwi•
MURRAY

/
1 3 off

s650

ENTu( WY

Mons, Women'

Outerwear

50%

Fri. & Sot.

Mini & Boys

Shirts

and Less

Long Sleeve Oxford Cloth Shirts

50%

Fri. 82 Sat.

Slip over 8 Button Front

s Suits Sweaters
dies Sleepwear
; J welry Handbags
Lou s Pants Skirts

$3 and $4

All Ladies

Mens Sweaters

•S urday 9:30-5:00

Bras

Ladies

50% off
1

0 Truth Day Sale C,

and Children'

Shoes
rok
tionnue
etsy
stS
0Discson
5Q0/

To

75% off

LERmANs L

ow% MIOPPIA4.I LAMM

.

Most Stores
Open
Until 8:00
Friday Nite

IM)WATOWN
SillOPPINti
CEN"i1411

•Man, talk about the biggest Mare eif your life' I was let.
go mini only banned from the store hut that Orteri did
something to me
I completely reformed myself I no longer feel the urge
to steal anything I feel much better shout myself and I
know I'll rwver take another thing Actually. I would like
Iii gtve the person who reported me a great big kiss'
REFORMED STICKY FINGEFtS

1141-1. 8 1H1 MI RRt1 ky.. LEDGER & TIMI• Thursday February 17 14113

Money designed for coal project

De it?

expressed interest in the
experiment because construction of an a tinosiheric fluidised bed
plant coats about'20 percent less than scrubbers
now being used to remove
sulfur fronsroal.
A fluidized-bed pilot
project has been in operaban for several months
adjacent to the Shawnee
plant in western McCracken County.
As envisioned, the new
plant would be added to
the west side of the 10generator Shawnee
power plant. Earlier.
TVA signed an interim
agreement with Duke
Power for architect and
engineenng services.
Final design work is to
begin in mid-1984 and be
completed in late 1968
Construction could be
finished by late 1990.
The General Assembly
Must approve the energy
research board's financial participation in the
project. The board would
allocate its share from a
$5,5 million trust
established by the 1974
General Assembly.

million would be sought
from the Electric Power
Research Institute, a naWNW electric utility consortium. while the project
sponsors would try to collect the remaining 140
million from other
utilities and coal companies.
Fluidized-bed combus-bon is a method of burnmg coal in the presence Of
lunestone to control emissions, said Mark
McDaniel, a spokesman
for state Energy
Secretary William
Sturgill. it is an alternative to cleaning emeistuns with industrial
stack scrubbers. which
have been criticized
because they are expensive and there are problems with disposing the
wet sludge.
McDaniel said a fluidized bed combustion plant
offers a way to burn coal
with a high sulfur content
which • western Kentucky has an abundance
of and reduce pollution
escaping into the attriosphere
Utzhty cuinpanies have

LEXINGTON. Ky.
AP — A letter of intent
is to be signed today to
provide $40 million
towards construction of a
$200 million experimental
coal burning project near
Paducah
Officuils of the Tennessee Valley Authority.
Duke Power Co and Kentucky Energy Research
Hoard will, meet to
discuss final plans for the
project, which is designed to determine if utilities
. can reduce pollution from
the burning of high-sulfur
coal •
The project will involve
construction of a
fluidized-bed combustion
fatuity at the Shawnee
Steam Plant near
Parka ah
Darrv I Armstrong,
TVA district ad.iisinistrator at
•, Hopkinsk illy: said that
TVA will furnish S413
million of the $60 million.
while- Duke Power of
Charlotte. N C , and the
Kentui
Energ y
Itesearch Board will provide-SU/million each
Armstrong said 1100

By Abigail Van Buren

Nudist Tells Uptight Fiance:
Clothes Don't Make the Man
ark 4hiklhis.d I have been
I1I.AX Atilt‘ !sin..
going with my parents tii a beautiful nudist camp that
caters to families
My problem ii. ftat I have met a very nice man who has
propoted marriage but hi. refuses to aim me in going iii
the nudist eamp 1 1.A.- him %cry mu' h. as he has many
fine qualities Him,.er I don't think I could bye. without
those wonderful ..utings in the sun at the camp I would
feel deprIved imprinc•ned and depressed
insists that he is b... inhibited to feel comfortable- in
the presence of alzited strangerss also afraid it
/might he- sexually. iulating
I wan.* to marry this rrian but I. need i. con'. Inc e him to
,'in the ramp
i:u help me'
M IN cTTAWA CANADA
DEAR M.: Inhibitions of this kind sire diffictill to
Hut if yin' persuade him to wird( the
family -type camp just once, he may realise that it'ii
a healthy family experience. and there is oothing
sexy about it. And if he really wanta to marry you.
he may decide to grin and harelt.
1.vVre4IIMN.

19 Ali ARM- I or 1.4 Ar••• 1 hal... been pm "Med Kt in,,
husband. for pi king MI. t/11111 V,It h a t•s•thgo• k in public
Jus1 how much ..1 a breach of etiquette is that' II.- PLC% 1.•
rr1111.11rf.11111 hun
11. 71 and
I rn tot and
been
Lb
111.irtied .slme*I• I.4 %ears
- Were at a-wt-ittt-r resort now 4.14tirrriliv we hod dinner
a ith friends. and I pi. k• ii it in,, teeth
table Seeing
c. place to tlis. aril t h.
k 1 h. wed it up into II'', III
slit 1.t./S and put the onions in toy dinner napkin I did all
verv MI 1414)11 1.11.9*IN
When NC got lo•rin
my husband gaye me ., a...Ring .1
think I .11,1 anything so tumble All my other inan
ft.ra art- good .Wh:st Is the verdli t'
Is ?Me husband a mil., her ter aril 1 a stub'
VA. \Ili iN Nt
„.
DEAR VAC,% l'ION I NG: Your -Kaaba nd la not a "nitpicker.," — neither are you a slob. However. it is
considered inelegant to pick one'a teeth in public.
And chewing up the toothpick is another no-no. You
could pick up !bitch elm diaerae.

•

llitickitmliain 'Rau Itit
Traditional Clothing for Men and Women
Dixieland Center

Announces the Addition of the
Polo For Boys Collection
Jason Brooks For Boys
Sizes 12-20

DEAR ABBY I :MI atIII nu this in "rata b. 1..1%1" sonic
other twresun foan lb. same produ'ament I boind myself
in I'm a high si hail stud. nt. living in a small town 1
dun't d., drugs I .1..10 drink and my grades are. %ere; gold
I hod one a eakness I aasa compulsive shoplifter 1
couldn I go. into a store without • caning ••ut with at least
one stolen ..Me.t This aunt on for quits. a a fide until
day I was caught

A BEDDING SALE YOU
CANNOT AFFORD—TO MISS
SEALY POSTUREPEDIC &
JAMISON ALL ON SALE

SAVE
20%-30%
EVEN 40%
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ON THESE TWO
GREAT NAMES
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ALL SIZES
ALL
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DEAR REFORMED: Yost were luckier thaw most.
One good scare is sometimes more 'fleetly, than a
hundred sermons. Thanks for writing.
DFAlt ARM I am a 19 ye•irold woman recovenng from
a hysterectomy I had jhe operation less than a week ago
and I am in a stair of *high -- not from the surgery, but
from the behavior rif my ductur
The last day of my hospital stay, my doctor can* into
my room to remove my state hes just as I had picked up my
telephone It was my Is year old son calling from another
state Rh- was calling me from jail' He said he was allowed
only, one telephone call and Abby before I could ask any
questions or hear a hat else" he hail t•• say. ms diatom
yelled in a loud you.- All right hang up — have them
call you at home"'
I covered the mouthpiece and said Please. it's my son
1114/.
. in lair' The- deft tor r••114.41 his eyes heavenward.
gestured palms up got red fated and :irderrif me to -quit
tying up the hospital telephone line,
, When I tried to find ••ut what my son was in jail for. the
doctor kept shouting at me until he fin:ilk' took the tele
phone out my hands'
Abby I feel so .1.•preased And la.trayed This doctc•r ualls
his patients 'my girls Aren't al. -girls entitled t•• eYen
"mmun (Airway'Aren't the phorities ••f my life demerving
respet
IiiiWNIIFARTED IN 1811KNEY CALIF'
r

DEAN DOWNHEARTED:lam glad 'you were able
to Sent your anger in se letter to me...Bat for maximum results. and a change 44 behayior on the part
of your doctor. let him have it with both barrels.
IfI•Ah
hush-mil is a sav. r Ii. 1..1%.0.01 news:
;Japers and magannes, insisting he will read them "someday %hen he has rn••re tone f /Ur garage .ind basement
has u- this stuff st.lc keel to toe • eiling Nov, he's started to
1 - latter up our guest room
Ile refuses to throw this stuff .o.v.ty S41111e of it is It
Ara old' How • .111 I get him tii get rid :11 this collection
•ii,1 break him or the. s.o.tne
(1)1.1
Ttlit's WIFE
DEAR WIFE, You can't. It'a more than it habit, it's
an obrooemion., It's also a fire hanird. (Cive him a
time limit, and tell him if he doesen"t clei.n house —
'you a ill. Then do it.
DEAR ABBY "Ms laving Alone" resented your suet grainer% tip ins M. someone who's living alone ,.v ,'r for leftovers She said, •'If they can't invite me- flyer for the real
thing, they can give their leftovers to the dog
•
"
Since when is good food not the "real thing.
She should li_ye in countries where they don't lily.- left
levers 141 the dog They rat the dog'
APPRECIATES LEF1'0V.Ilts
(letting married? Whether you' want a formal
church wedding or a simple, "do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send 111 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (37 cents) envelope to:
Abby'. Wedding Booklet, P.D. HOZ 3/4923. Hollywood,
Calif. 90038.

Ptuf4:culutc!CI4ARLIE
c I
'Estms'IT,La°14

BROWN VU 5 STK FOLLOWS

Dowdy exhibit
_be displayed
at library- "

The Calloway County
Public Library announces an exhibit of
works by Kathy Dowdy in
its main room during the
month of February.
WHY PONT I JUST HOLD
Fifteen works in
Si., IF YOU STILL WANT
MY FIST OUT AND THEN acrylic, pastel and pencil
TO PUNCH ME IN THE
YOU WALK INTO IT?
depict horses and wildlife
NOSE,60 RIGHT Al4EAP!
-- her favorite subjects.
The local artist is selftaught, having had no formal training in art. As a
young child, she loved
horses but had no opportunity to own one, and
resorted to her God-given
talent, drawing them at
4
every opportunity.
She likes her drawings
of horses and other
Now To Keep Control of Year Family
animals to look alive, and
by Lawrence W. Mans, Ph. D
feels that their moods are
best expressed through
Illustrated by Marjorie Hatton
their eyes. Consequently,
Introducing a New Book and Series
she commences with the
eyes to capture the mood
of Parenting Seminars for Parents
of the moment.
of Children of All Aim
'Although she works
from life on her studies of
Back to Basics in Parenting
specific muscles or other
This book and series of parenting
anatomical details, she
seminars provide a sure-fire system
takes many photographs
for establishing family standards
to catch those fleeting npressions which are diV
and stickinato them.
ficult to catch when draw- Learn how to instill values,
ing directly from life.
manners, and "good behaviors" in
Mrs. Dowdy describes
your children.
her work as being "ultrarealistic" as she strives
— Learn how to develop a
toward perfection in
reasonable and firm discipline
detail.
— Learn how to develop a family
Although most of her
system for dealing with seven
work depicts horses and
major ore,* of concern:
other anima& found in
North America, recently
Honesty
part
of her attention has
Anger
Expression of
been turned to the wild
Sexual Conduct
animals found elsewhere.
Use fof Drugs& Alcohol
This new interest wail
produced through having
Compassion & Consideration for
been commissioned to
Others
paint a bull elephant,
Education
subsequently purchased.
Responsibility
It was the first elephant
she had ever painted. She
The book is nom available in bettor
collects photographs of
bookstores.
animals in different atThe Roadmere lookstere mil be
titudes to assist her 10
besties an mrtber's lurtegruphies party in
cases such as this whim
their store ea Fobroary 11, from 7:00 she has no way of taking
pictures with her own
'ale p.n.
camera.
A Series of Pereating Seadaars ea be
Born in Murray as
conducted bakeries February 21, Is Wm
Kathy Jean Woods of
Berra State lielverelty Spodel idemitlee
Thomas and Jean Woods,
she lived here for the first
la Bees Ile, bagladag at WO
two years of her life. than
pm. The pubic is IRANI'to mister for
returned 17 years later.
lbw sondem *oak Wm Office of
She and Rusty Dowdy,
Conferosare aed tantiming lemallee et
manager of Uncle Jeff*
Sway Stale ilelverelty or by calla
married 11 years ago.
They have a eve year aid
it 762-2716 Mr were Infonselisa.,
son. Tommy.

PARENTS IN CHARGI
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23 Bother
24 Tints
26 Priest,
vestment
30 African

DOWN
i Four
poster
2 Macaw
3 inclined
roadwas
4 Long step
5 Advance-

mom
6 Harvest
7 Pitcher part
•Latin conhancbon
•110(1101-
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1963

11 God mound
17 Piles
19 Sun god
20 — goes
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21 Posh patties
22 Even up
24 Soh lobs
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3311011
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WASHINGTON AP) Rep Larry J Hopkins, ftKy . has recommended to
the secretary of Navy
that a ship be named in

honor of Kentucky
Hopkins suggested that
one of three supersonic
ships already conirnisstoned cpuld be named
for the state.
."I can point _ with obvious pride to the fact
that Kentucky and her
people stand setnnd to
none in love of country.
pride in her a c-

memorial to the World many sons and daughters
War I battleship named of Kentucky who gave.
Krntu-kr. and a fitting their lives in the defense
salute to the memory of of freedom

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
'
porno 4
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,llrft

Jerson Street
UML Kentucky
tnites vou

David Lipscomb College
Chamber Singers

•
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a%complishments and coni JUN hi
tinued readiness to keep
pungent
WI
id
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her strong," Hopkins said
41 Greek letter
in a letter to Secretary of
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43 Compass

1 Prohibit
. POsnt
4 Frolic
44 N441
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music
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from Nashville Tenn
S 3t1 8 t.'L
Friday night
February 18 1'48 3
11 3u 1 30
February 18 1983
Saturday Noon
In case of snow or ice the perfoi- rnonce•rw[1. be
canceled

the Navy John Lehman

This fiercely patriotic
spirit has been

i

characteristic of Kenill
since her settlelaid
6111111 tucky
ment and statehood in
iia
UMW ill 1792. A U.S. Navy ship
named Kentucky, stanill
W
11
ready to defend
ding
WWW
W
II aim against
WM
AMU
din would be aaggression,
fitting continuation of that spirit, a
U. il
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We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town!
Margarine

With S 5.00 Additional Purchase
ticluding Tobacio Dairy Products

With 515 00 Additional Purchase.
Iecluding Tobacco Dairy Praisers

Both With
$30.00 Order
All Throe
With

Yeah SIS 00 Additional Patchett
It chreltrui TJteacco Derry Prodacts

$45.00 Ordor

iii $149sai
kergir
TOWELS

k $119

$29"Pet
I

160:Part ItssI Pans)
4 11

0*Part am SPikes)

CAT IffrEll-

11.

U 5

17 k $1
"

BROWNIE MIX

TOMATO SOUP

owl

CRACKERS

Now Hay'Mtn

TOMATO SAUCE

$i!pithst Sett1

MUSNRONS.

FRUIT DRINK
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flit twit SOHN

WPM

11 ft $119 "
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MUFFIN MIX
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be Cam
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GRADE(A)

CHICKEN
BREAST
1 29

CHEESE
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Owns Best I.S.O.
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TIP STEAK
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Who plays who in district?
Ja,.r. Pack is Alp in tlat
abccut the district
: sket ball tournament
allots:Ay County High is
!..istitig. March 3-5
And he's not alone in
• :5 dilemma
Pack.i coach of the
alloa as Laker,. is anef four coaches .invoiveij
the boy s.playaff ilia he
• a-sn't kilo% %hail tea-ni
• .s bay- %ill play Well,
• . h rinvo, it acon't be Startrcl Mist' the
,r(t 1
!,.1'1' all •••••tieti "

1..ok,•i•- are seed: • "rod
t.,jo -„eo-o1 team ..
i• • batiani seed :aid
1...k• ;
the No 3
,
.41,1 to ail; be either
•
n r 'Murray
hl •

rjitini. .trt'

hut aka a
tn prepare for
\toy field plays super
•I.-fe ft ..4-•
firl
their
,IV4•11 us
),,
'4 Al
Murray
•.111.,' prob.-wins
sike- and both
have unproved
'AI• Played them T1 WI'
F
la
ot
riri orirri
,
V4 i•
Ilia)
Pa, k said
.;•
ii.•t knioaine
, 1,.,.IiIepare aeminst "
k 1,15 tine •orikri,,v‘ing that_
i it
..f the other district
h.-, kiii•v. vibe, they'll
vtther lila that
t to.ikc the solution
,•,•• .caei t,J yvialloa
'a,a,ot it boils do%ii tt)
‘,. tl4 1 1-

•

togit• 1,4t•uk,

hat'y

to prepare for
‘tri, t playoff Vt'l•
1.‘•k io.w until after tia•
tistiii t
panic.
Pit the tiourna-

)11,

a ick

meta nireting Feb.41
who will be seeded
where," Pack said
Most of the district
schedule was completed
by January or the first
week of February. but
Marshall County still hay,
a game remaining at
Mayfield. Feb.22 The
Marshals can't be knocked out of the top slot, but
if Mayfield pulls an upset
the Cards would move into a tie for second place
with Calloway.
That would leave Murray in last place and the
Tigers. would play Marshall County in the first
round. If the Marshals
beat Mayfield the Cardinals would tie for third
with Murray and the
tiebreaker would be a
coin- toss at the district
tournament meeting.
Feb ZI
Must of the other
districts across the state
have already decided
their pairings," Pack
ficontecl out ''We're
behind I think Mayfield
earning into the district
this year kind of
disrupted simie scheduling I really think we
should have at least a
couple of weeks, maybe
three, to prepare for this
tournament,though "
—1-n-lhi• meantime, with
two games left on then
schedule. Pack says his
team won't be sitting idle
until their playoff opponent IS decided
'•We've had one,thing
on our minds the last couple_ of weeks and that's
the district tournament We're. trying to practice
what well play in the

covering
all fields
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

tournament and ignore
the fact that our last
district game was three
weeks ago Jan 25 I "
So how does a team
prepare for the unknown"'
"The bottinn 'line
comes clown to this.''

Pack explained, -we
have to concentrate on
doing what we do best. If
MIDGET RACERS — The first indoor midget car ram in this area will be conducted Saturday night at the
we do what we do best
and still lose, we've done West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Canter. Time trials heibi at 7 and races start at with all tickets
reserved for $7. Entries include MARA defending champion Gene Gennetten; four-time Indy 500 driver, Arnie
all WC can.••
The girls' portion of the Knepper. USAC regulars. Steve Cannon(No-31 above) and Kenny Sctrader; and Murray State grads, Terry
and Alan Holderfteld,
(Continued on P6.11)

Wilonder, Denton;Purcell ousted from U.S. Indoor Tennis
MEMPHIS. Term. • AP
Sweden's Mats
Wilander and hardserving Steve Denton are
the latest seeded-players
to be sent to the sidelines
at the $316.000 US National Indoor Tennis
Championships \Amuck
Noah of France may soon
follow
Wilander and Denton
were ousted in their
second-raund battles
Wednesday. while Noah
was a wllititi But the
fourth -seeded Frenchmartsuffered terahnitts
in his left leg just above
the knee and had a cortisone injection after
eliminating Mark
Dickson 7-6. 6-3
Noah aas scheduled to
meet ninth-seeded Buster
Mottram of Britain in a
third-round clash today
•

Wilander. who was
seeded second in this 64draw tourney at the fta,c
1,.
(itiet Club of Memphi.
was defeated by Fri
Iluehning 7-5, 74. The
seventh-seeded Denton
fell to - young Mike
I iePalmer 6-4,6-3.
Other winners Wednesday included thirtl-seeded
Gene Mayer, No. 5 Peter
McNamara of Australia.
No.8 Eliot Teltscher, No. 4, 6-2; Gottfried topped
9 Mottram, No. 10 Brian Guy Forget of France 7-5,
qa_ttfrizl. NO. 11 Brian 6-0- Teacher ousted
Teacher and No. 15 Raul Sweden's Anders Jarryd
Ramirez of Mexico to 6-3, 6-4. and Ramirez topI complete
the second pled Jan Gurinadon of
round.
Sweden 6-2,64.
Mayer defeated Eddie
The exodus of the
li i bbs 6-3. 6 -,2 ;. young Swedes came just
Me Namara downed Mel one day after the world's
Purcell 6-4, 6-4: Teltscher oldest indoor tournament
stopped Toni G lam- honored the Scandinamillva 6-3, 74, Mottrarn vian country with
eliminated Terry Moor 6- Swedish Day.

•

The leader of the young 11th game of the opening
band of Swedes was set. closing it out when
WI-render, who capped a the 18-year-old Swede
series of upsets. last year netted an easy forehand
to ..caphire the French
Buehning then
Open and become the held serve to capture the
youngest winner of that first set.
Grand Slam event. But
lie broke Wilander
against Buehning.
again
to open the second
Wilander, a clay court
specialist who prefers to set, bait the Swede broke
stay on the baseline, was back at 30 in the sixth
no , match for the New 'game the level the match.
Jersey right-hander who
In the ninth game,
thrived on the fast Buehning went up love-40
Supreme-Court-surface7- on Wttander's ServTee
"I think I've got some before the French Open
weapons which I can use champion roared back to
to counter his game.", hold serve.
Buehning said. "I didn't
want him to hit too many
balls, to get involved in
long rallies with him. I
didn't want him to get into a groove."
Buehning broke
Wilander's service in the

"I said. 'Oh. wow. I let
him off the hook,'•
Buehrung said of that
_game. But then they
changed balls and the
new balls helped because
I got more pace on my
shots without expending
as much energy."
Wilander lost his serve.
again in the llth game,
this time at 15, before
Buehning. who hit his
hard groundstrokes to
Wilander's backhand
reliett-Sdfiy. broke the-Swede to take a 6-5 lead.
He then closed out the match with a love game.

Murray State basketball coach Ron Greene is
convinced his successful
squad is in need ofa brief
vacation from the strain
of practice and game
competition.
Five demanding games
over a nine-day period
have produced a draining
effect on recent Racer
performances and
Greene has prescribed
two days of non basketball activity in
• hopes the hiatus will
regenerate his team for
the final five games of the
season.
"We've got the meat
and potatoes of --our
schedule in front 'of us,"
noted Greene. "Maybe a
couple of days away from
practice will be the tonic
we need for the stretch

Racer turnovers to score
a 78-73 triumph.
- Senior forward Glen
Green; continued" his sparkling play with 70
points over the threegame stretch. Green. who
connected on 62.2 percent
of his field goal attempts
during the three games,
has now scored 20 or
more points in 15 of the
Racers'22 outings.
Green. along with
junior guard Lamont
Sleets and center Ricky
Hood, have combined for
1.202 points or 67 percent
of the MSU team total of
1,786.
The Racers- have four,
remaining conference
outings. Following Friday's game with Middle
Tennessee, the Racers
will face Austin Peay,
Feb. 25, in Clarksville
And conclude the season
March 4 and 5 with visits
by Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State to Racer
Arena.
Murray State also has a
non-conference encounter remaining as the
Racers will face nationally ranked Louisville, Feb.
28, at Freedom Hall.
Other schools in the
OVC race include
Morehead State, Eastern
Kentucky both tied at 6Ten3i, Akron 6-4
nessee Tech 15-4, and
Youngstown State i44).
The following is the remainder of each contending team's conference
schedule:
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STREAK ON THE LINE -- Undefeated during the regular season, the Calloway Middle School Lady Laker,
place their 10-0 record on the line tonight when they host Mayfield in the district tournament at COLS. Also
tonight the CCMS Lakers host Mayfield with the winners advancing to Saturday night championship games
against the winners of Friday night's aecond-rourwi teams. Members of the undefeated Lady Laker squad include (front row, from left Missy Tucker, Tabethia Johnson, Liz Marquart, Christy Darnell, Connie Ross,
Tracey Banks.(standing, from left) Carol Bailey, Angela McClard, Regina Dowdy, Tracey Higgins, Marcia
coach Pete O'Rourke, Christy Anderson, Kristen Ftuccio, Tons Camp, Melinda Butterworth, Becky
Skinner and Kelly Burkeen. Not pictured, Connie Moore.
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just a little different

Greene gives team
rest before facing
MTSU Friday night

Murray State will
resume conference competition Friday night as
the Racers travel to Murfreesboro to face Middle
Tennessee at Murphy
Center. The contest will
be televised live over the
OVC Network with tip-off
set at10:30p.m.
The Racers upped their
season record to an impressive 16-4 with a 74-56
victory Saturday over
Central State, at Racer
Arena. Murray State's
defense blossomed in the
second half as it limited
the opposition to just five
field goals and 16 points.-Our defense in the second half was excellent,"
.881d Greene."l'hat shows
whet we can do when we
have sense of purpose."
Earlier in the week. the
Racers knocked eft nonconference foe Eastern
Illinois, 9242, as center
Ricky Hood scored a
career high 33 points.
Murray State lost for the
second time in 10 conference outings Friday
night as Tennessee Tech
took advantage of II
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Baby gold:
Russians seek early athlete success formula
AP) -- The who could benefit the
Soviet Union is con- most from early training
ducting genetics tests on at elite schools by studyinfants to see if athletic ing inherited physicist
ability can be forecast. traits. X-rays of body
perhaps even going so far parts and typing of musas identifying potential cle fibres.
gold medalists in OlymWe are working out a
pic events donunated by
method for very early
young athletes.
forecasting of athletic
Studies of blood groups ability, even in the first
and skin types are part of
year of life. on the basis
the sports research pro- of genetic markers," said
gram at Moscow's State
Prof. Boris Nikityuk, a
Physical Culture In- leading researcher
MOSCOW

the

stitute,
leading

country's

school

for

and coaches.
Sports morphology - - the
selection of young
athletes on the basis of
biological maturity
rather than age — is a
major area of research at
the institute.
athletes

. Soviet scientists are
trying to identify children

physically best suited for
and avoid sports that
would

not

be

good

for

them"
Swimming
nastics for

and

gym-

women

are
prime examples of sports

that

require

extensive

training from childhood
in order to excel on the international level
Although Soviet sports
morphology research
dates back to the early
1970s, Nikityuk said the
research on genetic
markers is something
new

He said more than 20
blood types are being
studied as one indicator
"We are
of athletic ability.
in the ex"We have already pro- perimental stage." he
ved a correlation between said, adding that the
certain skin textures on results will be released at
children's hands and an international symtheir motor ability," posium on sports_ morNikityuk said., "Our ob- phology . scheduled in
jective is to direct kids in- Poland next June
The institute's 2.006
to sports .they are

ztill

Murray Cable 13 News
Introducing Racer Trivia

fulltime students are
taught by a faculty of 460
at the modern campus in
northern Moscow The
plant includes 19 gymnasiums, a stadium, ice
rink, indoor running
tracks and shooting
ranges. classrooms and
laboratories.
Students can specialize
in one of 17 sports
disciplines, including
gymnastics, track and
field, boxing, wrestling.
basketball. soccer and ice
hockey, or earn a
diploma in coaching
mass physical education
courses
Communist Paro
slogans decorate the
hallways, underlining
Soviet determination to
keep turning out • •state
athletes" who an outperform, rivals fromcapitalist countries

s

Sponsored By:
draharn-Jackson
Holland Drugs
Wallis Drugs

•
Sponsors will
change daily
watch for
the winning
question
and win a $10
gift certificate
from one of
our sponsors.

No elevator, please, I'll race up stairs
NEW YORK i
— To
be a winner in the Empire
State, it is not enough to
scale The heights. You
must scale them fast.
And among the 40 contestants in today's Sixth
Annual Empire State
Building Run-up is a man
who once tipped the
scales at 380 pounds and
could not climb 15 steps
without gasping.
This year's 2'i -mile
uphill race, in which the
cotiteStants run 1,575
steps up 86 stories of the
Empire State Building, is
the first for Steve Silva,
35. 'the former 380pounder.
Although he
'acknowledged the. competition would be pretty
tough, Silva, who now
carries 185 pounds on his
5-foot-8-inch frame, says,
"I have as good a chance

as anyone.

day and barely notice it."
Silva, a former
percent, and go just as Massachusetts physical
fast as I can and run as education teacher, turned
long as I can."
his life around in 1979
Silva's competition in- when, suffering from
cludes defending ChaIn" severe high blood
pion Jim Ochse; Pete pressure, gout, hypertenSquires, who holds the sion and degenerative arroute record- at 10 thritis, his doctor told
minutes. 59.7 seconds: him, "You'll never see
Pikes Peak mountain your daughter reach 5
marathoner Al Waquie; years old unless you lose
and Hawaiian Triathlon weight."
champion John Howard.
-1 didn't ward to di.e.i•
Silva is the-only entrant said-Silva, who enrolled
who is not a marathon at the Institute of Health
runner. He is, however, a Maintenance, a doctorveteran stair-climber.
supervised weight loss
Silva said Wednesday clinic in Boston.
night in' an interview
There he went on a 9':from his office in Allen-. month modified fast
town, Pa., that when he where the only thing he
started stair-running ingested was a 300-ealoric
nearly 3'2-years ago, he protein and mineral ,supcouldn't climb 15 steps plement.
without needing Oxygen.
Next -he • began an 18-Now I do 3,000 steps a month maintenance
"I'm going to give 110

course where he learned
"how to change a lifetime
of had eating habits"
Silva now works in
Allentown as an aminotor at one of the organization's 38 nationwide
Clinics. teaching others
how to practice the
'calorte-balance'•-theory
of exchanging the amount
of food ingested one day
with exercise or with.
smaller portions on
another

Li

The Ad will run
doily between 3:30 and
5 p.m. Monday through'Friday.
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The Begley Pharmacy...
a place where people care.

BEGLEY'S

row aegloy P111/1/1•41{ 01,11,1 you
loot IrrIrroany .4try.. it 4,444 I
A Coneric Drug Program

DRUG STORES

..BEGLEY'S

District pairings ...
(Continued from P00)

and 9 p.m. for all three
nights of the tournament,
will play Calloway Counbut which teams will play
ty in the first round and
when won't be official unMayfield will play the
til the tournament
No.1 seed Marshall Counmeeting next Wednesday
ty.
at DeVanti's Restaurant
Game times will be 6:30
En Murray.
No matter the outcome

of that contest, Murray

playoffs have already
been decided even though
Murray High's Lady
Tigers and Mayfield still
have a game remaining,
Feb.21.
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Hockey
BUFFALO, N.Y. 1API
— Boston Bruins
goaltender Pete Petters
had his consecutive game
unbeaten string stopped
at 91 games by the Buffalo Sabres — one game
short of tying the National Hockey League
record, which is held by
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VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES

College
Basketball

Good News
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his coach. Gerry
Cheevers
The Sabres, a team that
Petters beat four times
during the streak, ended
the undefeated skein by a
score of 3-1 Petters had
won 26 games and tied
five during the nearrecord period.
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Shampoo
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Boxing
CAMDEN.N.J.(API —
Former° heavyweight
champion Jersey Joe
Walcott. the New Jersey
athletic commissioner,
remained hospiumsed in
satisfactory condition today here, officials said.

W ANIL N. hold the
boxing
neavymtlipt title from
world

1961 to int when he lost
the championship ,to
Rocky Marciano. Walcott
was 37 when be won the title, the oldest man to do
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CA RD OF THANKS
We can't find
words to express
our thanks for your
comfort and concern through the
long illness and
death_of our belove d Herman
Perkins
To Bro. SweaU.
Bro
Stubblefield
and the good

singers

from

Bethlehem Church
of flu-M.
The pallbearers,
Ridgeway Funeral
Home
To Dr 'Campbell
and associates, to
Henry Co Hospital
Staff, especially
nurses on 2 East To
Henry Co Health
l*pt.
The Ambulance
Service
o d
neighbors for food,
calls and visits and
prayers
To the man)
friends who came to
pay their last
respects and mourn
with us
God Bless You,
The family .of Her1114111 Perkins

leer

Happy 40th
Birthday to
EDDIE
4,
4y,4
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Situatice Wanted

I

SPORTING GOODS

CARD OF THANKS
The family of
Lula Wilcox wishes
to express their
sincere thanks and
appreciation for the
beautiful flowers,
food, cards, phone
calls, for all who
visited the funeral
home and every expression of sympathy and comfort
received upon the
death of our loved
one
Special thanks to
the Long. Term
Care Staff of Murray Calloway Co.
Hospital for their
love and care and to
all the churches.
organizations and
individuals who in
any way helped to
make her stay in
the hospital so pleasant Thanks to Dr.
iMarquardt and Dr.
!Amery for their
care. Dr
Jerre!!
White, Bro. Keith
Dixon for the consolation s ou gave
us,- -Mrs Oneida
White for the
MUSIC and Blalock
Coleman Funeral
Home
May (Ind bless
each of you
,
Thy ,family of
Lula Wilcox

lovely

1605crwrienut
Murray f4y
"WNW

House wanted on or
near lake to rent to
1e1s• With oPtien 10 buy
Send pictureS and de
tails to ft ippterneyer I
Delieviile
Cross Dr
Ill. 62721
Local loci needs female
roommate to snare 2
bedroom townhouse
API References needed
CaIl 'after 6p m
759 9513_
wanted' Burley pound
age for
13 crop
759 9611 Call anytime
witrpay going_pr,ce

10. Business Opportunity
For sale or rent or rent
ertn OPtiOn to buy
..ocareo on corner -fatly%
busy 4 Way Street
Could be uSed for
variety Of buitineSSeS II
,nterirSfed call 753 Ma
BIG MONEY IN
SPORTS! Own you own
%Petting (Odds bui.
(sets! SPORT CIRCLE
.viii snow you the way
Be affiliated with an
,nrernat.onei francn
earn big profits. full or
part time* 52 100 gets
you -stetted! Ci911 BIL,L
WARD collect 1717
4214910 or write SPORT
CIRCLE INC
So ttn
St , Stroudsburg. Pa
111360
Own your own sport
swear shoppe T raining,
inventory - fixtures all
included $15500 Cali
nOW' Mr Tate MA 753
47311

11. I nstrUction
Keyboard instruction
individual keyboards in
a (lass lab setting ern
phasizing bas.c- pian
.91.( SkilTS
-TO prepare
for private lessons All
ages Special adult and'
Pre school classes
11 session courses Call
Suzanne Johnson. 436
2625 or Chuck's Music
Center 7St 3682 • -

13. For Sale or Trade

Kerosene heater 18 000
very
BTU Sunbeam
good Conditions Last It
FOUnd male black and nrs on one MI Price
ofown <olip puppy. 010 Call 753 3711 atter
Pine Bluff Shores area 6 )0p m
436 2502 or 436 2745
14 Want to Buy
LOS! garnet ring
Saturday at 641* s Burley Poundage ler '13
goone.s Lundy.
;rep 753 (1111f4
found r au 753 3507

S. Lost and Found

13. Articles for S%le

6. Help Wanted

From All The Employees of
I

Help locate a friend
JOhn Hayden Futrell
Confect lios IS Wood
Oven. y 121/0

3. Card of Thanks

Grand

I. LEO Notice

I. Help Wanted

Will close laseses
will sit
sod/or
elderly
with
day or
Coll 73332112 eat for Mary
onytiona hews*
7:00 6.mA

GOLD

JONES TAX
SERVICE
49244662

2. Notice

2. Idotice

2. Notice

gr,(ii layer helpers
no e.per fence
*anted
necessary 753 1772
New Openings for
oavionwice 'nous,r es
w.11 train
no sl..leS
515 000 plus a year For
.nto ( al i 1 312 931 7051
eyt 11714
OIL COMPANY
Off shore
OP-ENING
rigs
no eyperiente
necessary, start irn
3500C plus
mei:1.64.1y
Per year For inform.%
lion (all 1 317 970 9364
Eel 1774B.

L gnt pink virtorian
prom dress, sae 7, good
condition 733 2583 After
S 00p m

16. Home F urn i

ings

Black and wh,te It ,nce
T V SSO Call 477 1945
alter 5 30p m
MOnfOomery Ward
washer and dryer
white used 3 months
Cash only
$350
753 1561
ane genus wrote and
$SO
blocs RCA T -V
Cali 753 1739

1.'M RETURNING
1 i1V, BOOK

BLIC
LIBRARY

v),04-4
t*A(
-v c2c2q
tst\04\°

I.IAN Wks
JOINT

PUBLIC NOTICE
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Region IV, Facilities Performance Branch
145 Courtland Street, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30363
404/881-4316
in conjunction with
Kentucky Department for
Environmental Protection
Division of Water - Fort Boone
Plaza. 18 Reilly Road
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
302/564-3410
Public Notice No. 83K Y013 February 17. 1963
NOTICE OF PROPOSED FtEISSUANCE
"
OF NATIONAL POLLUTANT
DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM
PERMIT AND NOTICE
OF CONSIDERATION FOR
STATE CERTIFICATION

.Apls.

a Musical
Used spinet piano. used
organs. used grand
1347MS. Player piano,
Dux me pianos Baia
Mill -pianos, organs
tonere* Pieta Co nee
Paris,
to. Penney's
Tenn

23. Exterminating

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Ph... 753-3914
/111111111
24 Miscellaneous

Rent

One or two bedrooms
IRIS. mar downtown
Murray
753 4109. 762
WO or 436 Su
One b•dr00m. 580
month 2 bedroom, $100
month
Stove, r•
frieerstor. water fur
noshed At Lynn Grove
Phone 753 7571.
Onebedroom furnished
apt, couple Preferred
492 5662 after S
.
Two bedroOM
quiet residential
neighborhood, near Un
versify. S225/month
753 0096

13. Rooms for Rent
Sleeping rooms, re
friger•tor in hall, priv
ale entrance, washers
and dryers Zimmer
man Apts S 16th St
7536609

A r Compressors
The U.S. Environmental Protection
commercial S horse
power 60 gallon tanks
Agency fEPA I proposes to reissue a
34 Houses for Rent
IS I CFM per minute
mow
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
51.295. special Small house. living
System (NPDES) permit to the facility
We deliver
5 69 5
teem, kitchen, bed
listed below.
901 749 0091 day on room. bath 753 3076
night
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation, a
Three bedroom Mule.
Atari carticIoes. River 501 S 6th. washer dryer
division
R.T. Vanderbilt Company, Inc.,
Pitfall
Road
connection, basement
E. Penny Road, Murray, Kentucky. 42071.
vang Lard. Spider and upstairs $115 per
has reapplied for NPDES No. 0003433. The
Spiderman
Fighter
month
Mrs Rena
company manufactures specialty industnal
Coast to Coast Hard
Solomon Rte 1. Gilbert
and
ware 753 5604
organic chemicals (SIC Code 2669)
svine Ky 47044 or call
367 5063 after 5 PM.
inorganic chemicals (SIC Code 2519i. The
Kerosene heater, sell or
. trade Igr tegleing motor Three: bedroom, range
applicant describes one existing discharge
or chain saw 436 7948
refrigerator newly in'
of combined process and non-contact cooling
sulafed
Near UniversSEASONED
water to an unnamed tributary to the East
FIREw000 Call John ity 1775 CENTURY 21
Fork of the Clarks River and one existing
Loretta Jobs WilittOrt. -Boyer 753 0331
discharge of sanitary wastewater to another
Scanner, bought new at 753 1492
unnamed tributrary to the East Fork of the
Two bedroom house.
Christmas $200 437
gas heal, located at 410_
4170'
(larks River. At the points of discharge, the
Seufh 10M, $100 depOsit.
receiving waters are classified for all uses.
25, Business Services
1175 rent Call 7535094
The proposed NPDES permit contains
Two bedroom. 1 bath,
limitations on the amounts of pollutants
HODGES TAX SERVICE
located within walking
allowed to be discharged and a compliance
distance of downtown.
mem preeorissg
Available immediately,
hedule for development of an approvable
liesiness,
divides',
no pets 753 5075 before
retreatment program to regulate
farm and ether
Sp m
435 4375 after
it4jtrial users of the publicly owned
reforms. 1104 Pope, 50 m
treatmAk works. The proposed permit was
Murray. 751.142S
drafted in accordance with the profisions of
36. For Rent or Lease
the Clean Water Act(33 U.S.C. Section 1251
Joyce Albel's Tax Ser
For Rent 100 Or'n10
vice
Prices start at- tenable acres. Calloway
et seq., and other lawful standards and
S7 50 for-short forms No County:...Call nights
regulations. The pollutant limitations and
waiting - copies made 313 545 0491
other permit conditions are tentative and
on the spot and ready to
open to comment from the public.
mI 419 7440
37. Livestock Supplies
Persons wishing to comment upon or
For sale
seven foot
Mobile
21.
Home
Renttls
object to any aspects of permit reissuance or
two horse trailer 1800
12x60
Furnished
two
wishing to request a public hearing, are
241g cp
bedroom. All electric, will buy Call 40.
invited to submit same in writing within
washer and dryer, air 489 7)06
thirty 1301 days of this notice to the Water
Quarter Horse Stallion
conditioner, private lot
standing in Princeton,
Management Division, Environmental
753 4091
Doc Bar. POco
AU or 3 BR. newly 'K y
Protection Agency, 345 Courtland Street,
Bueno. Sugar Bars
furnished.
natural
gas
Georgia,
30365,
N.E., Atlanta,
or Nectric heat. Shady Breeding For infornia
ATTENTION: Earline Hanson. The public
tion call Sandy Boaz,
Oaks 753 5209
365 0193 day, 365 6356
notice number and NPDES number should
Two bedroom trailer. night
be included in the first page of comments.
East of town. Call
Saddles Dad...Bridle&
All comments received within the 30-day
4592763
..gew 8114 .01deit, Marl,*
period will be considered in the formulation 4 two - bedroom- mouse -on and Ponies The Saddle
10th Street
Call Shop. Princeton, K y
S
of final
eterminations regarding the
419 2/63
365 0193 day. 365 6356
permit. Where there is a significant degree
Two bedroom mobile night
of public interest in the proposed permit
home. 1", miles South of
reissuance. the' EPA Regional
town, S150 Call 753 0697
Pets•Supplies
Administrator will hold a public hearing.
after 5 00
Airdale puppies. 6
After consideration of all written
Very nice three bed
weeks old Feb. 14,
room unfurnished
comments and of the requirements and
Champion Blood Lines,
Mobile Home. wafer,
policies in the Act and appropriate
AK C registered, wor
appliances furnished,
regulations, the EPA Regional
med and had Shots Call
couple Only, no pets.
1 382 2429 nights and
Administrator will make determinations
garden spot Call 492
weekends
regarding the permit issuance. If the
.34.determinations are substantially unchanged
41. Public Sale
from -those announced by this notice, the
Body Shop. 3 car stall.
EPA Regional Administrator will so notify
electric heat. $225 a
all persons submitting written comments. If
month
253 9200
rom.11•!..
i
the determinations are substantially,
changed, the EPA Regional Administrator
Mini
Ant*, Oa amt.
will issue a public notice indicating the
Wareham@
15 ft. Glestree Seat,
revised determinations. Requests for
Storage Space
Freezer,
Sofe-lest
evidentiary hearing may be filed after the
Fee Root
Tale, Washer, Dryer,
Regional Administrator makes the above753-4738
Maple Chests, Wood
described determinations. Additional
Stove, loilliporator,
information regarding evidenUary hearing
etc. East 1 kb..
32. Apts. For Rent
is available in 40 CFR Subpart E, 45 FR
iollow Ups. Fob. It
Furnished apts . 1 Or
33498 May 19. 19801, or by contacting the
bedrooms Also sleep
11.
Office of Regional Counsel at the address
mg rooms Zimmerman
above or at 404/8814506.
Apts. S 161h, 153 6609
The administrative record, including
Nice 2 bedroom, fur
application, fact sheet and/or draft permit,
nished
deposit re Three bedroom. 7 bath
Quoted
a sketch showing the exact location of the
No pets
house on IS acres, large
753 8731
stable. outbuildings. all
discharge, comments received, and
Nice 2 bedroom jyr tillable, newly fenced
additional information on hearing procedure
noshed apt Call 753 1779 with ponds located on
is available by writing the EPA address
1346. 2 miles east of 641
days, 253 6194 nights
above, or for review and copying at 345
One bedroom Call 753 N Priced in the SW'S
Courtland Street, 3rd floor, Atlanta,
9201 or 759 4756 after Call 43/ 4 473 for
appointment
Georgia, between the hours of 8:15 a.m. and
4p m
4:30 p.m.. Monday through Friday. A
copying machine is provided for public use
at a charge of 20g per page.
The Kentucky Department for
Environmental Protection has been
requested to certify the discharge(s) in
accordance with the provisions of Section
401 of the Clean Water Act(33 U.S.C. Section
1231 et seq.). Comments on lasuance of
certification may be submitted to the state
agency address above within thirty (30)
days of the date of this public notice. The
state agency will co-chair the bearing in
order to receive comments relative to state
certification.
Please bring the foregoing to the attention
of persons who you know will be interested
in this mum.

of

. Business Rentals .

GARAGE
SALE

43. Real Estate

/bow
OTTO INA

PO&S CAN'T

TEN1Nt5
:
OUT Fir

PLAY TENN/5!y

ATAR I

WHEN NE PI

A J015

MO CONSOLE CARTS
Z.00 CARTS
LgritD Mustc.
Switittou

itRORDS•TAPES•STtREO

AN Nova's aelve Pa:).91
.
cs•FIce

5.7LIT461-S TO

la. Home Furnishings

It Farm Equipmant

Set Of Solid maple bunk
Owls or twin begs with
1111.19 mettWing Chest,
box springs and mat
tress included. 1250
Cell 753 4463

IISO taS Ain Diesel
Trader. less then 308
hours. r TOM, wheel
disc, 163 bushel gravity
wagon WI ton running
gear. 1240 Jahn Deere
planter. 2 row John

Small drop leaf Early
American britaktast
table. $40. Early
American hide 11-Way
cottcp, good condition.

Deere Neater, 2 rows
Fora rotary boa. 16'
Harvest Hawser corn

N.Fans Eini

fl.Muuica$

Minister wise NP elec$150. Swivel rector. tric meter. Call
gest $30. 701144
""lit4
•

Or
A 1...vrey aleCfriC
.
,. geed COndltIon
416 mwm Ford - gesso pd
-new 12 W. ID.DOW. K
‘.4111
,
41111
raw LW Punter. $ O. A pile it Car •Itewtows
*tea towier. Ns- f.11...‘10101110W 1"41/11,41 win
VS Call Dan 762-4145
Tractor...NIL
11 111. 1.14. Chita PURL

AfeWewfrodi (Aiticapr-FR/
srACH
PAHA UMW,IffER TRU HOU*.•CAPTLI /fri Torg AiP

••••••••••••••••........

865/A/A4A/40

/0
te•N4244

TOBACCO BASE FOR SALE
ALLOWAY COUNTY
KENTUCKY

PPROXIMATUT 3.93 ACRES DARK
!MCC° WILL BE SOLD TO NIONEST AND
BIDDER. PLEASE MAKE DIOS ON
Ott SASS.
D WRITTEN INDS TO:
.R. RANDALL
ESTVACO CORPORATION
NIBERLANDS DIVISION
.0. BOX 4S8
MIMI,KT 42087
OS WILL BE OPINED ON *ARCM 1,
183. WESTVACO RESERVES T111 It
REJECT ANT OR ALL BIOS.

PAGEL,T1111. MIRRAI.1ky.. LLIXALK & 1 I htt-s- Timms's,. abessarkiL

:E
'3
In
3
IE

31Erna OAlik S;

_

1.Pets-Supplies

ae. Lots torSale

4Real Estate

Labrador Retrievers
AKC close out sale no• .
reasonable offer win be
refused Call 753 4106

43 Real Estate

.. •

r

-

-

laseroace
bid Estate
Seentside Court Sq.
liAncrey, Reettecily
753-4451
i
i

MOW?
REALTY

Office Cent te Cent
Meyers Arose leerywkere
Illeleide Urea line 19041
1912 Caillwater lend
flynyvy. Isweiselit 421171
(512)153-1116
Aeryelme
MN L. 11111111001
Dreher
Waned & asisesd

Lovrk•Coulter
arir r•
*sot, vss•rily
N. 12th, /Away,
mumiy•y C

Assesistes,

Sales

Evening Phestes
Premise Owes • 753.5725.
Jess OW • 753-3514
asaby Noisy • 489-2366.
lay Reeves • 753.243/.
1 blew
A denies
prises. Oil interest is yee
ter of.

zoned
Residential lots
R 3 Robertson School
District near Univers
illy All utilities paved
street. $100 front foot
7534532 or 753 1914 or
753 2149

AS. Farmsfor Sale

Pordetel. Thema

44. Lots for Sale
14 acre lot 10 miles east
Of town
Owner will
finance or will trade for
car or truck
Ford 2
bottom breaking plow
1970 Dodge Station Wa
gon for parts. good 315
motor and transmos
sion
1944 El Camino
753 $127

Approximately so tdia
bit acres on 94E 6 miles
from Murray Call 753
5135 after Sp m
F14%24. WORK OR SIT
BACK AND of LAX.
119 acres spring fed
lamp plus remodeled •
bedroom ranch home
Good tillable acreage
stock barns corn Crib
ri•sr Stied
Completely
fenced Call CENTURY
21 Loretta Jobs Real
tors at 753 1492 for your
Personal showing

1975 125 NIX Yamaha
e•cellent cond ,/.on 753
3154 or 753 09/5 after
Sp m
1977 Honda 550 four
cylinder swifts tarring
and luggage rack 000
153779)
Warehouse Cleaning
Sale
Get sett.< leo
rnotorcycleS and 3
wheelers
Start ng at
SSO 1250
no warrant)
,
Now al town 44 Country
Yamaha 753 11078

4.Auto Services

will be open Friday and Saturday
February 18 & 19. All merchandise
must go at reduced prices. Located
next door to Benny Bread.

753-0262

firthie74io
It's Our
Tenth Anniversary
We've Got

79c

•

wheel
4
GMC
35.000 rnies P s
air cond., on tot
stearkno wheet. 1.1Le
733 0851 or
new
753 0627
197v Chevy s an "el 2S0
✓ 6 Call 436 2635
.75

CriVe

196$

Cr

.......

1
1
6481

1

'710, Sion flks lam l'iser• Nan*
hal"
atIr instep
41111110t‘
-ea Party
MIN 17A PARTY • VS 441 NOM

•

s 'S. 14'

n,„;

A

V.
ar..!

roc.

2211
v ree

•
*Ork
",r; '
•••• .1
On"C e4•4
estatlatie .% tree
the
4,, 4271
5r

f

.

CHIM CHIM
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162 4192
435 4348

Aluminum and vinyl
siding and Akiminu
trim for all houses I
stops pointing
Jock Glover
753 1873

FOR SALE

,

1979 A C. Tr Cab heat and air dual radial tires
1700 hours 1950 1411 2 Gleaner combine, diesel
minim hydro trans IS foot floating header. 630
ern heed. Model 1200 J D. wheat drill, 21

A'

•

.•.

I

•r

1

Phone 502-492-8425

AUCTION
Saturday, February 19
10 A.M. Rein or Shine

Siding: Vinyl, Aluminum 8. Steel
50 Yr. Warranty

Overhang: Aluminum 30 Warranty
Roofing: Steel & Aluminum
Standing Seam Steel Roof

Aluminum Storm Windows/ Doors
FREE ESTIMATES
CALL TODAY 759-1600
DAY /NIGHT

South 1 2th at Sycamore
Telephone 753 - 1 65 1

THIS WEEK
SPECIALS

ROOF
PROBLEMS'

HATCHER
AUTO SALES

Nice oak dresser, nice drop leaf dining table, nice old bachlor
chest with bovil edge mirror. 2-hi back rockers, maple bedroom
suite, nice living room suite, hidabed couch, odd chairs. coffee
and tables, magazine rack, odd lamps, good bedroom suite. 2-nite
stands, nice wood chest. hall tree hat rack, quilts, blankets.
linens, vacuum cleaner, buffer scrubber. electric heaters, Kodak
mansflold movie camera, projector & lights, other cameras,
portable typewriter, 3-M Casual compact copier, many pots &
pans, glass & china, stone pieces, metal cabinets, wicker clothes
iron skillets, flurocent light, air tank, extension cords,
atone Jars, c-climps, log chains, stepladder, 24" pipe wrench,
ladder, Craftsman skill saw,
items not listed

basket,

hand 6 garden took', extension
folding Chairs. Many other

Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available. Sale conducted by Dan Miller
Auction Service. For more information &
your auction needs call 435-4144.

ZVI acres with three at-re tobacco base istid
large tobacco hippy black-top road
es east of Murray
approximately ei
Beautiful building spot and well
Just listed is the three bedroom home at 1605
Hamilton. Adjoins University property
Ideal for that student! Range. refrigerator,
carpet. Full basement. $32,500 00.
The large family's dream is the five
bedroom, two bath home at 904 Story Deadend street is Ideal fortchildren. Home must
be seen inside to appreciate. 143.500.00.
Three bedroom cypresildeestwood.
at and air,
Thermopane
$0,drapes and garage.
lots of
The ideal beginner or retirement home is the
one at 501 South 7th Two or three bedrooms.
carpet, storm doers and windows New roof.
Fruit trees. Priced in $30's

now!
. only
75 acres
home and outOW
butianili
nelb
leasting good income'

Lkensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn.
"My *ilk'doesn't test, It pays"

Appointees.te made ter,yam cavisassica.
,
associates mail photos
WOW*
7134249
Amor flicCatIby

mho

Therese

.m•••••••••

••••

ea

mi•

..m.••••••••••

••••

•••••

om.

Prices! at 529.000 00
1.260 feet of highway frontage on iftstio.s.iN
121 South is Just the beginning lir Acres of
rolling, wixmled land( uiilit make sour dream
lit?TIC true'
I
Three bedroom hril 4littillanotit could
itfrinisr
h il rosins to be
be our dre.
ifflting New i arpet, storm
indows, outside storage
door
Listed in the National Registar of Historic
Homes is the 'house at 603 Main Street
Potential galore for fine living or a small
business
Only minutes from Murray will put you at
the three bedroom, two bath home on
Highwa
280
Initnedlate occupancy.
Central heat and
One of the neatest tikial9Arjhe home'ist
1109 Soi
litt
lo
il
,
central
a,
heat.
yard. Well 'cared for
home

Tin!'bedrooms.

Just listed lathe home at 2216 liatesborough.
'hi-level with four bedrooms, two baths,
central heat and air, complete kitchen,
carpet and draties. Make your appointment

One of Calloway County's f
two WWI liouthwxtel

Don Miller - Auctioneer

mo.

Ii,' imisiri is

st,..,,,,„,,,,

Aection Sale Saturday, February 19th at 10 A.M. at
Mrs. Mabel Johnson's home. From Murray take
highway 641 North to 464 turn east go to Alamo, stay
on 464. Watch for iodise signs. Will sill antiques,
collector items and good useable furniture.

••••.

$

Corn an

0119

s179

Inter 0,
iter.or
C/JfAArner al
Res Cr"' a'
20 years
tree
es
ieirren, es
" • e•••
"a'es

Papereang rig

Ione/

•
.

53 Servtces °Herm

53 Serv Ices Offered

n

voncoste.
s Upho,sre,,
be 'wry tp serr.e
we
„von' ar

'lee()

53. Services Offered
APPLIANCE k, ER
ken'
-ore
• iCE
A e s .ngno
s e
21 ...eats
Ah•rip001
e.c.er en,e
niv's an •
se'., e
Bobby H
,er
Bon s Appi an /2 S
3" \
y r
7 3 3 1577
/ 5 ' 98 s
norne•Appiianre se,. e
Washer
r •••• • s
freezer, retrigt'a'or
e'er tr., heat
All
microwave
serviced 759

r

4
Ford F a,r , ane
shoe. 7 inch opening, double disc opener. Drilled
I
Owner
goo
••• ng
"pp. r*.
approx. 600 acres. All equipment in excellent
ronciitron Cali 753 79117
5.
Y I' A
r.
condition.
1913 MG B Roadster
Convertible
eacellent
"1,1 .4
Cart 217 4780
condition
after Sp m
,and
weekendi
1974 Pinto 74 000 miles
4 cylinder automatic.. 77
excellent condi
MPG
••••••
BAILE
(Inside)
rion $950 See at 1104 S
C
L
E
16th or call 753 1129
,I I '
i NG ' e '
Approzimately 3 mi. lath of Mealy KY on
evr•rien e •
t.gnfe•5
1975 Ford . Granada Hwy. 641. Mr. 8 Mrs. Id Noyes ere selling
ense,1 anct .rrs.,•e!
dr . locally own excei
compiite base fell of top finality 1 year old
tent < orectition - St -4001 -- tow. uatesr, _fle# IA
limiter* I appliances twigs' they are returning
t.mates Rand, an
Call 753 50116
Is Florida. Portia. alas 641 it John Deere place
owners
1973 MerCury Comet. 14.ri;rty
(please de sot black drive).
Phone
000d condition 436 2245 oper ato,5
1911
frost free
ft
19 cu
Will .sell
after 7p m_
CAftP1- 7 CLE
refrigerator, livingrown., and bedroidli
1978 OldsmObile 95 Re
'cc Estimate:,
2 • dOO• coi,p. suits. dresser & beds 4querit & regular
gen( y
Insi pc" reteren,..".
all the
full power
21 in portable color TV. Kenmore washer.
SteamClean
•
options price, to set
rei liner
liming table dr Ii chairs
Cleani-;
Upholster v
Call anytime 759 9508
table,
typing
stereo
system.
coniftonent
-ee r. Carpet
le
••
1979 Camaro 7 78 new
all
end & coffee tables, lamps. box tan
7S) Sell
air
tires. automat
above
1
yr
old
the
bid.
k
Con,
rete,
Or
•
AM F
cond.tion
.
asements
tor,.
Also heavy floor jack, new afghan,
stereo tape 5 795 7$3
‘ .44r.ye *a,
43.4 14004
Indian busts, heavy e'er cords, gas 1'4111
9710. 1500 Canterbur
patios
s,dewaiks
Vat'Utlfil cleaner. alum fr ft step ladder
1979 Dodge Omni a.r
h,mneys
Free tr5,
garden hoses, hand tools'& misc. small
PS Call 733 10113
',mates Call 733 3476
items Possibly 100 amp trailer service
1979 Mustang with AM
FAA cassette air 53 riskr
pole
Need work on you,
Call 7 83 6 420 atter
Not responsible. for accident,
!Fees'
, 'Topping
prun
5 30p m
ing shaping ,ompleii
refreshments available. for information
1979 Olds 95 Regency
removal and more ci
your auction needs call
pd
at
PS ow
BOVER s TREF
101W.(FROSTY) MILLER AUCTIONEER
AM FM SERVICE tor Pro
Power seats
radio, white ryitn blue fessionai tree ...are
4.92-1594
vinyl top and. blue- 7)0))l
interyor
49000 miles
Need your 'awn mow.
$5 250 Call 753 8463
or trimmed) Call Riff ,
1951 Chevrolet impala
at 753 2 2 2 0
E'
ps
pb
I cylinder
perienced depend-able.
tilt wheel
automatic
references
cruise,, control excellent
tires 54.945 759 91151
1911 Datsun 310.., local
4
one Owner, 4 dr
Priced to seii
speed
call 753 8372
otate4 for snu lo ftlift r int,
1;et ready for spring with the purchase of
Rena!
1911 Toyota 'Starlet
this I*0 bedroom cottage, plus furnishings. immediate!) ts-ttie 1to-1_Iie - at 1:"i 1
speed. AM ,• F
at Blood River - Fxcelcitt Artat.itti.ac 'bleat 14.C.IIInft furscinti4 art. ,-inldren- oiu
Stereo/Cassette Player
.1141 MI
bedrooms two kith. $
124.900 00
Air conditioning
averages over 40 miles FREE ESTIMATES on
per gallon Mint condi
an electrical plumbing
A s:4,1041 1111SInel, %% VI/ Vo..! th %ran i lie, kini'
Seclusion with the best of living is combined
lion 54.400 Phone 759. painting and well pump
/1.1%1' it
in this four bedroom, three bath, cs press into is the "lir
9480 days or 753 0408 need%
Call
Licensed
rrrqi
1:11%1IW‘S
Are./ Ali.' I
home I.Orateci on five acres it land, east of
evenings
753 0092 or 753 96/3
k
V. it h
One of the finest'
Murray
irroUght
Phoenix
Pontiac
1982
GENERAL HOME
etptuatient
with
extras
loaded
REPAIR
15 years cc
extra nice. 2 door coupe
Ion of this three
per ren4 e
1665 Ryan is lite
Carpentry
Call
right
price
concrete
plumbing
decorated. bullt-lis
.it 1
bedroom brick
753 7304
roofing
sliding
NO
Vi't
patm
ESFenefit
berlirmini
k wilik00111.1 i.i, k s
range, carpet
JOB TO SMALL Free
Midi*.
il4strs anti rhifidovell.
location'
estimates
bays 75i
root .11141 gutters
69/3, nights 474 22/6
- -Extra income from two rental Wilts is Just
Harmon and Malone
Correpiete remodei ng
k
built ?some is this three [relit
one of the bonuses with the purchase of this
froth ground to roof 70D
lilt
three bedrootit home at 1707' Olive Well - trrir k at Lake Ernie:A I.o,
Free estimates
Nith
1910 Cietloe Omai, 4
hati k.s.sri1 !louse hosts ,its
constructed home in good location
751 51111
extras' 21 lots in 5.11111. .4r114.1 111.4% ha' brit-40'0
., a, motemetic
this four
iir .iiiiied to home prti
old Altno is where
meal. 52,400. 1919
4100ed in the teen's
bedroom. l'x
icd Fatima, 2 dr., 4
New roof. city water, good
Less than $211.1551 110 irt441-olt troll in this three.
1 17 au
speed, 4 cyl. $1,800.
bedroom mobile home and two bas ship ion
garden
1978 Feed ',two, 2
re it 1.111.1 ‘Irprii‘1111.4te11. fillret" 11111Es
one
., PS, PII, Mr,
sours when %outbid 5illirra
t-an
be
taste
fine
hying
Just
a
secoail
Nevia
52,400. 1911 Feed
you Move into the 4,000 square foot home at
Strild•ip
into, V-6, metonsatic
I- ill Iit'iit'iiiilll" And
1522
Canterbury Central. heat, air and
Residential.
et
ass. $1,100.
titti
V•s of this tiro k
vacuum Large rooms and closets Would are Just tw
Local reticence..
i
ti
t
t
p
h
iii iii Fireplai e in
hirine
consider
trade.
Cal Naak Oetiosd,
baseinent
759.1711 et 753
Small town living with city advantages
515$. 12th
1076.
ifl,
be found in the two homes listed in Hare!. Owner is eager hi sea and will 1151.1 3
753-4941
ISILf1.1 till OW,
ft mut
Ky Roth are well cared for, have gas heat
itonte III good i iillilltlori 101 ilil tligliss.is 641
and are on nice lots. Roth priced in the $30's
!swain •
tor
1344:itched g.irage

SHOEMAKER
AUCTION

Buttermilk Pancakes
Ham & Cheese Omelette
WIPaocakes
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
WISlaw
Ky. Country Ham
Sandwich !tildes
80z. Chopped Beef
Diner
Baked Virgisia Nam
Dinner

1911 Chevy . r^ be
Fla ar
auviiie power
4
1971 Dodge P k op
wneel dr ive power ar
air 753 4647 ate' Sp rn

'
,Our Carpet cty ngl
Dirt and grit win wekir
&reef trust (nipse it
wear out sooner Have
your c`aroet pro
fessionaiiy Lleaned 400
* our
get tere
per enceJ
Insured
fee Estimates
Cali
ieft 753 0015
- ,,ensed ele,tr an for
res•dent•ai ano
om
iat
Heat-rig
,d , r,OnU
,as
^
Stert.tatiOrr and •
r •
PhOne 153 120)

a

Beautiful and roomy
traditional 'home with
natural tone decor It s
very unique brick
fireplace offers warmth
Ind comfort Retire to
the master suite- with
WS glamour' bate end
This
spacious closets
kitchen is 0414. that will
tantalite valor taste
buds Answer that de
Sire to see this home by
calling XOPPERUD
REALTY at 733 1222 ' Brick duple* house with
basement
3 blocks
trOrn Square 400 _South
6fh. Murray 747 14W

Surplus units from South Central
Bell
LOCATION:
Murray Auto Auction
S miles North of Murray on Hwy.
1824 Thursday, Feb. 17 at 5:45
p.m. Included are cars, vansVhnd
utility trucks. Terms:
Cash or previously approved
cheeks.
Call 753-8300
Only the sale of telephone vehicles
will be open to thepublie.

Fell WA it

SO. Used Trucks

53. ServocisOffmd
P

46. Homesfor Sale

Large lot in Lynn
Grove 2 acres. 240 ft
frontage on 593, small
barn, water, electric
and septic system in
cluded Call 759 4935 Or
43.5 4594 after Sp m
One acre wooded lot, 4
miles north of Murray
in Candle-14e Estates
Owner financing
• JUST LISTED! One of
available 753 0091
the neatest in Hatel IS
Two.icres. - located on
this asbestos . siding
Marlin Chapel Road
house with . '7= base
Can 759 1710
merit, New central gas
neat, new garbage clis
drapes, 3 air
posal
conditioners plus ap
proximately 2 acres of
land
Priced in iow
Roberts Realty
530s
CO.. 753 1651
SOMEPLACE
SPECIAL This home
reflects the love that
hves there This home is
a cozy • charmer one
you would be prigd to
write home to mom
So spacious
about
airy
light
So
So
Dramatic family room
with an abundance of
built ins and a wood
burning fireplace Just
now on the market at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors 753 1492
The entry says
'welcome" and the
kitchen is expertly
planned for efficiency
and easy care file
floors . in kitchen and
playroom give the
yet you
modern few':
will find' this a *arm
A
and inviting home
bright, airy basement
with plenty of room for
yOur favorite' hobbies
Each of the three
bedrooms has walk in
Closets
There's space
galore for children's
backyard play
Now
reduced by 0.000 Let
Century 21 show you
now by dialing, 753 1492
Three bedroom.. b v
central neat air conch
tion, utility
w d
hookup, range, dis
hwasher, carpet, car
POrt. outside storage or
workshop, deep well, all
on 11 1 acres and on 94
East. SA5.000.753 4091
Three bedroom home on
nice residential street
near shopping center
525,000 753 3949
Three bedroom, 2 story
frame house
Call for
appointment only. 436
2127 after Sp m
Top condition, well
decorated. beautifully
landscaped 3 bedroom
brick home
New ap
pliances and approx
acre 10f Highway 121
North
Only $35,000
KOPPERUD REALTY
753 1222

Super Specials
This Weekend

import Auto Savage
A
DatSuri
TOrrOta
Fiat Opal- Subaru new
and used parts anLI
repair 474 2375

1952 Pontiac Bonnev ,iie
loaded low rn es C8.t
753 65S5or /53 9641

S3 Services Offered

49. Used Cars

AUCTION

•

49. Used Cars

O. Motorcycles

753 7721

Two four acre tracts of land One in Penny
community and one near Pottertown. Both
wooded and beautiful building sites
66 acres with 40 lendable acres and two
ponds, near Blood Rivir Now. rented for
good incoine
•

Joyce ktswerth

753-9310

Or/*ma
Anna ilitspierni

753-2517
7$3-2477

l',11.1

III/ NI Nit ICI

& I 19114.• Ihur.dx, It

l; 1963

Mon convicted
OBITUARIES
LEXINGTON. Ky.
API — A Fayette Circuit
Mr. Pritchett dies Wednesday Dr. N.M. Atkins dies Tuesday Court jury has recom-

Leonard Pntchett, 60. officiate.
Dr. N.M. Atkins. 83, a daughter. Mrs A D
Burial will folicnr in Waco. Texas. died Tues- Pollock. San Antonio,
Rt. 1. Alm.died Wednesday at 6.14 pm at Stewart Cesnatery.
day. His death was at- Texas, and two sons.
Friends may call at the tributed to a heart attack. James Ernest Atkins,
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Be had been Max Churchill Funeral
He is survived locally Greenville. and Neal
stricken ill at his home Home after 5 p.m. today by his former wife, Mrs Atkins. Austin, Texas,
and brought by am- IThursduy 1 until Satur- Sytva Atkins. and one two sisters. Mrs Lois
.bulased to.the hospital day at noon when the daughter. Mrs. Wayne Green. Nashville, Term,
where he died a short body will be taken to the 11.111y r Williams.
and Mrs _Marvin Petty,
church
tune later
Other survivors include
The deceased- was a
Eight grandchildren
retired construction
and seven greatServices for Arey ManFive surviving sons are grandchildren also surworker A veteran of
World War Il„ he was a tle Ballew were today at Frank Ballew. Glendale. vive
member of Chapter 50 of 10 a m in the chapel of Ariz Al nallew and John
Services will be Friday
Disabled American Hopkins and Brown Ballew. Mayfield. An- in Waco. Texas
Funeral Home. Wingo drew Ballew. Arlington.
Veterans
Born Oct 14, 1922, in The Rev. Verlin Clark of- Texas, and William
Ballew. Phoenix. Anz
Calloway County. he was ficiated
Also surviving are 25
Burial will be in the
the son of the late Wavel
'•
Pritchett and Minnie Greenwood Cemetery. grandchildren and 36 Pave▪ !:b. .4b* 'am kr•• Piss %LOW
hese; YatesHunt Pritchett Two Phoenix, Ariz., % here great-grandchildren
▪ rge
44
WO
wt.
• r. rm.. Soot a..441 la •by..
gravesnie
rites
will be on
sisters. Mrs Alma Lee
4
Xi
Its
We.ii '5
Livestock market
an dTo.:
fa-ri y s .Eziday
1114 big 5
C
-"
-ax.-weits
Ballew,
Mr
86.326 Hale ,
t;arland. preceded him in
s: 51 re Os
64
St . Mayfield, died Tues7++ ++'..411. ••••104+1 +.1
death
•4•
:
,
1
11.111
•
day
at 2 15 p m. at l'omMr Pritchett is surviv4.1"t tr."4.
• 11144.4 24,
ed by his wife, Mrs Pan- munity Hospital there 14 III II lit Pagt It••••••,4
• !ebbe As
.1.4 44
• .;
sy Phillips Pritchett.- to lie was a member of the
•••••11, flfl mrdt•trn
luto
.1!
be••
40 ta
Elo 14 14 growl
whom he,was married on Wirigo Church of God.
Wen PO 4 11
NA.; • es•• 7115.4'1, the
P•4* ibr
Survivors include three 44.1oe•
Sept. 19. 1947: five sons,
+.tr4 tbrewal. ttants I*
Hughes Edward Prit- daughters. Met" BeiVit 7.746-1.•'52*
th• •rei, s...a.t.g•trf r4•••trs
chett. Mayfield. Clarence Crockett, Dukedom. t. .1./Tn 11.••414, Ar..•• Mewl. t.
six STUMP
Nigh,
•t•rev!, .o. MIN mnbor
Tenn
Mrs.
.
1.enora
Thomas Pritchett.
RIMOVAt
tr••••
Mlle 40.•••
Ironard Gene Pritchett Miller. Rt 1, Farm- ala.atlarr •t.;.•••• arrl s esor, I.•rn
lowthri•
ington,
-4S
4...4.•••••
htehr•
••
and
Mrs.
and Larry Allen Pritb... O.. v...4
4.414.4
chett all ig Alsno. and Margaret Miller. Rt. 4. •ot the •••••9
AO 441..411 4•;,
•nt•s1•4
!Pg./meow. Mr It•tang
Earl Wade Pritchett. Mayfield
Grand Cluem:111
Nine surviving grand, hildren are Tommy,
raiy Chris and Jason
Pritchett, Brad Busi
Travis.. Angelia add
Claudia Russell and
firma Peeler
MERCURY COUGAR LS
The totally new Cougar.is coming soon. See it
• Ali-now aseodynamic Orisigr
Also surviving are his here. And find
out how easy it is to enter the
• Dramatic formal root lin•
step mother. Mrs Fairy
• 3 S litar V-6 3-spoacl
personal luxury car class.
Priti tiett. arid three
automatic transmission
(Optional 5 0 liter V-8 A00
sisters, Mrs -Dallas
also avaitabial
14.1s Flhigt,,, Mrs John
• Irene Dillion arid Mrs
Bobby Peggy Fiiril. all
of Dexter
I.
Seven surviving
brothers are Fuel, Hayes.
11106
Fred. Harvey. James and
/Ma
Willis Pritchett and (ecd
Parrish. all of 1)exter
lie was a member of
*liter Baptist Church
where the funeral will be
Hatcher Auto Sales
MERCURY
Saturday at 2 p in the
ftev Wald Copeland and
tie istesizsil lines Noce! Isis
the Rev James Hale ill
LINCOLN
511 South 12th S1.153-4961

A. Mentle Ballew's rites today

Hog market

mended a five-year 011
term for a Lexington man
convicted of burning his
S-month-old nephew with
a hot cast-iron skillet.
After about 80 minutes
of deliberation Tuesday.
the jury found Earl C
Cheeks. 29, guilty of
second-degree assault for
burrung.Ciaorge M. Lamb
on the abdomen on Aug
19,1962
An earlier trial on the
assault charges ended in
a hung jury.
Cheeks maintained that
the child was accidentalCENTER DONATION — The Sigma Department
array Woman's Club
ly burned when the skillet presented a 81,000 donation to
the Adak Mentally Handicapped Center in Murfell from the stove. The ray. The money is a portion
of the proceeds from the INS Kentucky Charity
infant's mother. Debbie Horse Show. Jean Hurt a Sigma insintrw,
presented the check to Molly Booth.
Lamb,also said The burn- local mental health board chairman.
Hurt also is regional mental health board
ing was accidental.
chairman.

f
WELCOME WAGON! s•
WANTS TO
"••••..
VISIT YOU

44.1iIi•
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•
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Wet Ses/wick.
freed Fries IL
Median Nei

$1"

$1"
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FIRST DAY OF CLASS
STARTS FEBRUARY 17
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....a.ali causcards
And
brrrtO he104u4 +otos
m
,ou can redeem
nesses. My viSil s
of obligation to you Just engicjedl New
Parent/
toie to visit you at your
.e(1'4
rosnTvesnit
is e .•
tio
10

$375

Prim Good 2-16 hi 2-25
Caavaaleirt DrIv.-Up Wia&taa
Opal 7 Days A Wattii

• P.

"
7

Friday After S And All
All Day Steadily Special

25 Breaded Shrimp
French Fries
Hesheappies L Slaw

VII,850*

MERCURY

Stasii Row
Basket With
Rea. Drink

-AAA

Kathryn

BAR B (1"

KIR.
Ass?.
442.11346

Outland 753-3079

1{1m0{1!ifolt.

Mary
Measiitea
Asst.
733-3370

•

SAVE SAW' SAVE SAVE SA VE SAVE SAVE

COUGAR

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

BYRON S

4(
)
506 NI 12th.MurraY. Ky.

Olympic Plaza

753 2380

Ingnaglalli1113261111215111
•

EARLY BIRD SPECIALS FROM
MURRAY RENTAL & SNAPPER
SNAPPER'S
MOST VERSATILE
LAWN MACHINE
••+•

4ZX
Tfoor, istWirears •

Denture Tablets
1
84'S$2.59
..m/k/a\sm

INTONE

/1.

PURCHASE
OF THIS
21 INCH SELF

FREE
The SNAPPER front
tine tiller will tackle the.
rouVhesst gardening
chores With ease Tilling width can be increased from 26-10 36'
with 00tiOnal extension
tines The heart of the
tough SNAPP( R tiller
ilia chain drive transmission thats sealed in
lubricant for lasting
power
See the SNAPPt
tough tiller at your
local SNAPPL14 dearer
today

YOU GET A

FREE

Pressure
Tests

litAkilvi
rsvgive

cAs4

Arksk

753420

.431.

Pad

$5.59
With This Coupon

1`,.. Smoking Deterentl
MilisAA.A..4sialAdin\A,pia

RN/ NNW Ve 1 11111 Wir

WITH THIS UNIT
RECEIVE A

S25" NERDS ANY TILLER NOW UNTIL APRIL

200 E. Mein

Heating

;

tplarittermAiwwin

Tronolane
Cream

11

.

-

I Os. Tube
11mA*.

!Me\

"VOLUME
DEALER"

:
44
4c:t

Hi-Dry
Paper
Towels

1.691 2/990
"Wah adk.s !
°WA .
WV
,
V

WE TRADE
FOR
ANYTHING

.AA„A"Y

er
nvi7:,111.11111.1
4fle

/50" MOLDS ANY WALK IIENIND NOW UNTIL APRIL

CENTER

4
-we

30's

Health Break

FREE FREE
PLANTER

RENTAL SALES

Sunmark

N‘•ir^r/kireAril.

EXTRA LAY-A-WAY SPECIAL
$100" MOLDS ANY RIDER NOW UNTIL APRIL

SELL

k AVekkaA Araikkiii,AAA kaP

We Honor cr r.rev.v..N/Av
PCS,Travelers,t?
Medimet,
Gum
Ky. Public
Assistance

PURCHASE OF
THIS HI-VAC
RIDER
RECEIVE A

MURRAY

•

int\v\I'V.VW\VA".VAI

WW1

THACHERIZER

WE SERVICE
WHAT

$2 191

;
t
nPl 12 oz.

FOR INTESTINAL GAS
PAINS AND PRESSURE

FREE
01 111.1.

q:t
oispio-

THE 100%
' GAS RELIEVER $1.99

WITH THE

‘"-;

Pepto—Bismor
t

Blood

THACHERIZER

WEED EATER
AND

"\seN^.,

TILLER

PROPELLED

SNAPPER HI-VAC RIDER
THE LAWN GROOM.

iq

TOUI3H

HI-VAC

LiNIA

Save Dollars
Not
Pennies
At Byrons

Polident

WITH THE

SNAPPER

46.4

vossiv.1st

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sot. and
.1:00-6:00 Sundays

,000°P

Doxidan

Capsules 1 .
Lazathwe With
Stool Stainer

342.39

ur
i.

"
ia aa,
o'vfaVL AIN,"ft

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE

